AGENDA
COUNCIL OF DEANS
Friday, October 31, 1969
4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
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Room 207 - Convention Center

1.

Roll Call

2.

Minutes of Meeting, May 9, 1969

3.

Chairman's Report

4.

Reports from Regional Groups

5.

Proposed Bylaws for the Council of Deans

6.

Consideration of Limitation of Federal
Contributions to Faculty Salaries

7.

Other Business

8.

Report of Nominating Committee

9.

Election of Officers

10.

•

Adjournment

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLRGES
MINUTES
COUNCIL OF DEANS MEETING
May

9, 1969

Georgetown West Room
Washington Hilton Hotel
Washington, D. C.

•
Present:

Council Members:
William G. Anlyan, presiding
Randolph Batson
Warren Bostick
Robert M. Bucher
M. K. Callison
Robert E. Carter
Kenneth B. Castleton
Ralph J. Cazort
Kenneth R. Crispell.
John B. Deitrick
James L. Dennis
Joseph R. DiPalma
J. Frederick Eagle
Peter L. Eichman
John Field
Harry H. Gordon
John Gronvall
Wilidam J. Grove
Robert C. Hardin
Theodore H. Harwood
David B. Hinshaw
.John R. Hogness .
Joseph M. Holthaus
Robert B. Howard
Glenn W. Irwin, Jr.
William S. Jordan, Jr.
Gerald A. Kerrigan George W. Khabe, Jr.
Robert B. Kugel

I.

•

•

LeRoy P. Levitt
Glen R. Leymaster
William F. Maloney
John G. Masterson
Horace Marvin
William D. Mayer
Clifton K. Meador
Manson Meads
Richard L. Meiling
Frank Moya
Kinloch Nelson
Harry B. O'Rear
John Parks
George A. Pcrera
Rulon W. Rawson
Frederick C. Redlich
Arthur P. Richardson
John C. Rose
Clark K. Sleeth
Donn L. Smith
Charles C. Sprague
Robert S. Stone
Emanuel Suter
Isaac M. Taylor
Joseph M. White, Jr.
Harold G. Wiggers
George A. Wolf, Jr.
Richard H. Young

Introduction of Mr. Trevor Thomas
Dr. Cooper introduced Mr. Thomas who is joining the
Association as Executive
Officer of the Division of Business Affairs. Mr.
Thomas will be with the
Association full time starting June 1.

Report of Administrative Committee Meeting April
9-10, 1969
Dean Anlyan reported that the Committee did not feel
that the proposed

by-laws were ready for action yet
but rather that they should be
circulated
at this meeting for discussion; the
by-laws and suggestions will then
go
back to the regional groups and
then hopefully will be presente
d for action
at the October-November Council
of Deans meeting.
Dean Anlyan reported that there
was Concern about the appropriatio
n for
student loans and that it was agre
ed that Dr. Carlton Chapman and
the
Federal Liaison Committee should
take this whole problem up as a
high priority item:
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III.

•

National Service Plans for Medi
cal Graduates
The Executive Committee of the
Council of Deans brings to this
meeting the
suggestion that perhaps. a national
service approach to the allocati
on of
students rather than a military
service approach for required time
,
would
be .better. The "national service"
would include work in the urban
ghet
tos,
the rural health vacuums, and poss
ibly Peace Corps types of prog
rams; this
could be handled effectively in
a manner, such as the National
Intern Matching
Program. A single agency in the
Federal establishment could be
developed
(the "Health Manpower for Nati
onal Service Agency") and in his
seni
or year
the student would list his choi
ces with that agency, not only
of
the
type
of service but also at what time
in his future career he would like
to have
this type of service. The comp
uter program could be weighted
in favor of
the military needs, but at leas
t the student would know- exactly
when and
where his national service woul
d be..
There was much discussion about
the difficulties and adVantages
of such a
proposal. Areas covered included
: who would control such a program;
whether having the war end or not
makes a difference; the aspect
of voluntary
versus involuntary service; the
inclusion of women medical students
and other
health professionals; whether
military utilization of physicia
n
manp
ower is
wasteful; and how the people rece
iving such service would interpre
t
the
motivation and interest of thos
e rendering the service.
• ACTION: .

TV.

The Council expressed a majority
interest in further
exploring this matter; the Exec
utive Committee is to
report back . to the Council at each
step.

Proposed By-Laws
One of the items proposed in the
by-laws is the change of the name
of the
central committee of the Council
of Deans from Executive Committe
e to
Administrative Committee. This
is in an attempt to distinguish
this body
from the Executive Committee of
the AAMC. Another title change
would be
that related to membership by
virtue of the title Dean; beca
use there are
various uses of that term, the
by-laws have tried to designat
e in a descriptive
manner the man Who is in imme
diate charge of the administrati
on of the
educational program leading to
the M. D. degree. There was furt
her discussion
of the items in the by-laws, but
there were no specific actions taken.

•
flP

V.

Medicare
Mr. McNulty reported on some background aspects of the proble
m, citing cases
where reimbursement under Medicare was requested for certai
n days and then
it was found that the physician in question was on
those particular days
away attending to other Matters. The SSA had been
urged, therefore, to
produce more meaningful descriptive material interpreting
the law, and thus
developed intermediary letter No, 372. This document
is being distributed
over the country and has been presented to the deans
in the Southern region
in a joint meeting with the Council of Teaching Hospit
als and the deans in
the Great Plains and Midwest region at a meeting in that
area called by Dr.
Gtulee. The letter is intended as a guideline, but has
not been published
in the Federal Register. Mr. McNulty pointed out that
rules and regulations
are issued in the Federal Register, but that guidel
ines need not be. Mr.
McNulty reported that in an attempt to get at the key
issues involved, the
Committee on Financial Principles has been expanded to includ
e four deans
and that the intent is to add three members from the.
Council of Academic
Societies as well.
Dean Richardson. mentioned that his group is having troubl
e with the reimbursement for anesthesiology and radiology. The issue
of the local carriers'
liberties or interpretations was aired; Mr. McNulty stated
that his group is
trying to get SSA to hold regional meetings of their carrie
rs with representation from the AAMC, specifically one representati
ve each from the Councils
of Teaching Hospitals, the Council of Deans, and the Counci
l of Academic
Societies.

S

There was a request that Mr. McNulty explain further
the document in question,
and Mr. McNulty commented as follows: "A committee of the
Senate has interpreted the Medicare Program as being devised to provid
e an individual physician
for each beneficiary who is receiving health care under
a financial support
under the Medicare program, that this physician should be
identifiable, that
there should be a distinctive arrangement of some sort
of a relationship
established between a patient and his physician similar
to that that would be
established for a private patient; and thus the emphas
is in the law is on
semi-private accommodations."

VI.

•

•

Report on Federal Programs
Dr. Marston, Director of NIH, made available to the member
s an outline of some
of .the organizational and budgetary consideratio
ns as of this time. Dr.
Marston pointed out that the training grant area is of
the greatest concern
to his group, along with the problem of student loans;
he stated that not
only was he concerned about the (approximately) 10 percen
t proposed reduction
in training grants for the year but also the need for
some method of justifying
the purposes of the training grants in a way that will
be more effective than
has been possible over the last four or five years.
Dr. Marston told of a proposal forwarded by his office
in February of 1969,
commenting on the social demands for greater medica
l services and the perception that the medical schools and other professional
schools in the
country were under considerable pressure to do someth
ing about the manpower

problem. This proposal suggested that the Feder
al government reexamine
its role and proposed a program to assist
schools to expand beyond their
presently anticipated enrollment and stated
that in round figures that
cost would be about $10,000,000 in the initi
al year and a steady State .
cost of $20,000,000 per year for an increase
of one thousand students.

a

It was pointed out that the program as sugge
sted by Dr. Marston and his
staff was drawn up in consultation with the
aecutive Council of the AAMC,
the rationale being that if the only way we
could aim for the $20,000,000
that was authorized, but not appropriated,
was to increase enrollment then
we ought to aim for just that -- a substantia
l increase in enrollment. By
the same token, however, this group was conce
rned about future project
grants to stabilize this situation and felt
tbat the program should not
be based on a pure capitation basis but
that it should be done on a
project-grant basis with a year review.
• Dr. Marston further outlined Some of the
financial considerations being
suggested by his department. There was
discussion of special aid for.
economically deprived students as well
as the problems of medial schools
presently in serious financial difficulty
. There was much discussion
between the audience and Drs. Marston and
Fenninger, and Mr. McKee. The
question of the Allied Health Professions
Program was raised, and Dr.
Fenninger responded that the report sent
to Congress recommended another
year's extension to make the law co-terminu
s with all of the other health
legislation and training within the depar
tment.
VII.

Report by Student Organizations
SAMA
Peter Andrus of the SAMA commented on the
background of the Federal
program for funding of student loans and
discussed the availability of
guaranteed student loans through the Offic
e of Education. Mr. Andrus
informed the Council that SAMA has circu
lated a .letter to medical students,
medical administrators, and faculty membe
rs advising them of the planned
cut and requesting them to inform their
congressmen and senators of the
detrimental effects that such cuts would
produce. Members of the SAMA
have met with forty-three congressmen and
senators, the Assistant Surgeon
General, Drs. Marston and Fenninger, to furth
er try and forestall this cut
in funding. The group urges that funds not
be taken from one essential
program to feed another program. Mr. Andru
s suggested that the SAMA and
the AAMC begin to investigate concrete
means of involving students, faculty,
and administration together in planning
and setting priorities at the local
and national levels. The SAMA propo
sed the following three-point plan:
1) affirmation of high priority for stude
nt support and assistance, 2) continued, renewed and increased support in
advising meMbers of Congress of the
importance of the program and the detri
mental effects upon medical students
and medical- schools that would result from
such a cutback and, 3) efforts
on the part of the AAMC in cooperation
with the SAMA to bring other organizati
ons
within the medical community into a coord
inated program of joint effort to
prevent such cutbacks and to urge an incre
asing emphasis on the whole area
of health within the Federal budget.
410
•

5
SNMA
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•

Mr. Maurice Weise from the SNMA stated that he felt that it was the
Council's responsibility to make all black medical students aware of the
Student National Medical Association, which Mr. Weise said represents
the bulk of black physicians in the country as well as the bulk of black
medical students in the country. Mr. Weise also stated that it was the
responsibility of the institution to deal with the important issues as
they come up and not wait till 'black pressure" results in community
violence. It was Mr. Weise's feeling that one of the problems facing
us now is an increasing breakdown in communications between blacks and
whites and he felt that one of the concepts frequently dealt with, neocolonialism, is understood by very few; it was his opinion that the
Council should familiarize itself with this issue as well as the problems
of the black people on the whole.
SHO

•

•

Mr. Lambert King of SHO questioned whether the goals of the two
organizations (AAMC and SHO) are reconcilable and whether increased
communications would really result in some convergence of views and
goals. Mr. King itemized a few of the activities of the SHO, listing
the Committee for Black Admissions in Philadelphia, and SHO's work in
the Chicago area working with community organizations. Mr. King told
of a bill recently introduced into the Illinois legislature, the research
for and drafting of which were carried out by law, nursing, and medical
students from the Chicago SHO over the past two years; the bill would
provide for an expansion of eligibility for Medicaid and would provide
for pre-registration for all persons eligible for Medicaid as well as
categorical welfare. The bill would also cover all eligible persons
under a comprehensive policy from a private insurance carrier, such as
Blue Cross and would include many preventive and psychological services
not presently covered. -Opposition. to the recent resolution of the
American Nurses Association which called for the drafting of nurses in
the event of a military conflict or civil disorders was listed as one
of the activities of the Chicago SHO, as was the organization of
independent service courses in -social and community medicine by medical
students at Northwestern University. Mr. King outlined somewhat the
work being done on establishing the SHO National Service Center in
Chicago, which will have full-time staff members who will be able to
devote talent and energy to their endeavors. Mr. King said that the
roots of the problems that are currently facing us all are buried deeply
in the "often racist structures and policies of major government and
health care institutions". Mr. King's definition of institutional racism:
for a medical school this means low wages for hospital workers without
providing educational programs that would promote vertical mobility. He
also used this phrase to describe the selection of certain indigent patients
who "provide, good teaching material while sending other indigent patients
to public hospital facilities".
The SHO makes two suggestions for consideration by the AAMC: 1) that
the
AAMC obtain consultants from such groups as the Drug and Hospital Workers
Union 1199 in order to set some guidelines for medical labor policies for
medical teaching hospitals and make enlightened labor policies an important
part of the accreditation process. As an immediate action the suggestion

was that the AAMC make a strong. stand that the demands for union
recognition and pay increases of the Charleston hospital worker
s be
met immediately; 2) that, with regard to comprehensive health planni
ng,
the medical schools refuse to participate in these planning effort
s until
poor consumers and minority groups are given a "legitimate degree
of
participation".
•
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Mr. King extended an. invitation.to Council members to individually
visit
the .SHO Service Center after it opens on July 1.

o
•

SAMA Commission on Medical Education
Mr. Bob Graham of the SAMA Commission on Medical Educat
ion said that
shortly the deans would be receiving a letter from SAMA's
president,
Ed Martin, Which will detail SAMA's activities now and as planne
d for the
next year. Mr. Graham outlined two principles that he felt were
of
paramount importance: organizational renewal and the need
for organizations
to aggressively initiate meeting the developing issues in
health care and
education. Mr. Graham questioned whether the Council of Deans
would include
student representation and whether the Coundil.of Academic Societ
ies would
represent the faculties. The question of'community and consum
er representa7,ion
was also raised. Mr. Graham questioned whether by virtue
of the "renewed"
AAMC structural additions, the organization could offer more
in the way
of solutions to problems rather than critiques to the proposed
programs
of others. Issues to be dealt with cited by Mr. Graham were
manpower,
the process and content of medical education, the involvement
of medical
centers and educators in the ongoing process of the delive
ry of health
care, and the responsibility of institutions of medical educat
ion for the
postgraduate education of physicians'.
Dean Hogness stated his concern with regard to the issue of
student loans
and made a motion to go on record on behalf of funding for
this purpose.
Different aspects of the student loan were .discussed, includ
ing the idea
that perhaps some members are unenthusiastic about student
loan funds
because this leaves a student saddled with debts upon gradua
tion from
medical school and possibly makes his attention turn primar
ily to the
earning of dollars. The notion of abolishment of tuition
was raised;
whether or not it really constitutes a major handicap in going
to a medical
school.
ACTION:

On motion, seconded and carried, the Council of
Deans elected to go on record as:
1.

Indicating that the Council does give high
priority to the need for Federal studentassistance programs, both loans and scholarships.

2.

Urging members of the Council and their
faculties to support this need by writing
to members of Congress stating clearly the
problem presented by or which would be
presented by a cutback in these programs.

•

I

3. Supporting the efforts of student organizations
to obtain information and to develop position
papers on this issue.
4.

Attempting to enlist the support of other interested
organizations and. groups in a campaign to avoid a
reduction in student aid funds.

5. Making the Council's position on this matter public
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record.

VIII.

Report from the Health Services and Mental Health Administration
Mr. Irving Lewis, Deputy Administrator of the Health Services and Mental
Health Administration, gave some background information on the establishment
of the Administration and spoke, of the "Center" as attempting to bridge the
scientific world and the "real world". On questioning, Mr. Lewis said that
the seven Health Services Research and Development Centers will continue
to be funded. Money for new neighborhood health centers was discussed, and
Mr. Lewis said that if his department budget was approved there would be
twelve to fifteen million dollars in the Community Health Service budget
that would cover neighborhood centers; not necessarily fully, however.
Mr. Lewis said. that John Cashman, director of the Community Health Service,
would be in charge of the program which would make project grants under
the Partnership for Health Program.
Dr. Stanley Olson, director of Regional Medical Programs, spoke to the
question of the Center making awards to regional medical programs and
said that the primary objective in making such awards was to stimulate
the maximum degree of coordination and cooperation among the various
elements in the health-care system.

IX.

Relationship of Student Organizations to the AAMC
Dr. Cooper reported that there has been discussion of student affiliation,
but no official position taken. The question is whether we need everything
under one roof to establish dialogue between the organizations. Mr. King
again raised the question of consumer representation on the comprehensive
health-planning boards and was met with opinions both that this was indeed
an area of concern and the other side of the coin that often there are many
consumers and few physicians on some boards.

X.

Report on the Federal Health Programs Committee
In Dr. Carlton Chapman's absence, Dr. John Cooper delivered the report.
Dr. Cooper reported that the Committee has been active in preparing itself
to testify before the Appropriations Committee, taking the tack of utilizing
the opportunities available under existing legislation rather than try to
instigate new legislation. Thus, one of the major points will be an attempt

8
to get full appropriation for authorizations now avail
able in the current
legislation. Included will be the entire scope
of activities related to
medical centers, such as student loan programs, healt
h manpower support,
and an attempt to at least retain the cost of livin
g increases in research
and research training.. The testimony will be given
on May 26.
John Knowles is heading a group with Bill Hubbard
and Bill Jordan in the
manpower area; Dan Tosteson and Jonathan Rhoads
are working in the area of
research and research facilities; and educationa
l facilities will be
discussed by Merlin DUVal.

•

There has been interaction with the Department
on the activities of the
health task force, and various program teams which
have been considering
questions related to the development of the fisca
l year 71 budget and
the budget through fiscal year '75.
Dr. Cooper noted that a telegram had been sent
to the Secretary pointing
out the difficult situation in the manpower area.
The Secretary's answer
to the telegram is now being prepared in lette
r form, and we have been
assured that we will have an opportunity to
have input as an Association
before any final decisions are made with regar
d to the budget. Dr. Cooper
announced that plans are under way for a meeti
ng with Secretary Finch.
The question of peer review of grants and contr
acts was raised, and it
seems that this is an area to keep an eye on.
XI.

Report from the Executive Council
Dean Howard reported that on April 8, at the
meeting of the Executive
Committee of the Executive Council, there was
discussion of the duties
and responsibilities of the Office of President,
and that Dr. Cooper'
made a presentation and discussed the financial
status Of the Association.
.A plan for severance pay for AAMC staff who will
not be joining the
Association in Washington was introduced by Dr.
Cooper.
Dean Howard reported that after discussing the
National Intern and
Resident Matching Program, particularly with respe
ct to its status in the
light of the move of the Association to Washi
ngton, that the Executive
Committee agreed for the Association to push for
the NIEMP.to move to
Washington with their staff. The Executive Commi
ttee approved the ,
establishment of .a Liaison Committee with
the American Hospital Association
including representatives of both groups.
At the Executive Council meeting on April 9,
there was discussion of the
proposed Commission on Foreign Medical Gradu
ates with fairly extensive
discussion of the proposal. The Executive
Council elected to approve the
AAMC support and participation in such a commi
ssion,' if it is established.
It was announced that after discussion the
Executive Council approved,
authorized, and supported the president in
moving forward in developing a
formal program in the field of continuation
education and to explore the
possibility of outside funding for such a progr
am.
It was reported that a discussiOn had taken place
concerning the procedures

•

9
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which the Federal Health Programs Committee should follow
were it
necessary to state a position on behalf of the Association
in instances
where there was no standing policy previously established:
it was
agreed that the President was authorized to deal with such
issues and
to present them to the Executive Committee of. the Executi
ve Council for
approval.
At that same meeting Dr. Anlyan presented a report on
behalf of the
Council of Deans in which a great concern over the level
of faculty
salaries was expressed. The Executive Council referr
ed this issue
and the memorandum setting forth the recommendations
concerning this
,to the Council of Academic Societies and to the Counci
l of Deans with
the reconimendation that these be considered at region
al meetings.
It was reported that the Council approved the AAMC's
participation in
the development of a commission on medical education urging
that it
include the Allied Health Professions as well. The propos
al for a
committee on committees was introduced, but it was felt
that the
Executive Council really ought to perform such a functi
on. Dr. Smythe
gave additional background information on the propos
al for a commission
on graduate medical eduction.

Report on the Meeting of the Southern Deans
Dean Suter reported that the Southern Deans met on April
29-30, the
afternoon of the first day being spent in a joint meeting
with the
Council of Teaching Hospitals. The topic of that meeting
was the
financing of teaching hospitals. Another item of discus
sion was a
report by Art Richardson on the planning of the Regional Medica
l
Library in the Southern Region. It appears that the Calhoun Librar
y
will be authorized to present a program to the National Librar
y of
Medicine for funding as a Regional Medical Library.
The major issue of concern was the discrepancy between pressu
res on
medical schools to increase enrollment and the disappearance
of funds
to support medical schools. The resolution that unanimously
passed
reads: "In view of the problem of health manpower in the nation
and
the great demands placed on medical schools and in view of the marked
reduction of research and training grants, support and facult
y recruitment,
and training and in view of the shortage of teachers for new and
expanding
medical schools, some ultimate mechanism should be developed
promptly to
support the training of medical educators in medical schools".
ACTION:

On motion, seconded and carried, the Council of
Deans elected to undertake consideration of some
ultimate mechanisms for supporting the training of
medical educators in medical schools.

Dean Suter also expressed a concern over legislation which
might represent
an infringement on institutional academic freedom. The
Chairman suggested,
and Dean Suter concurred, that the New York Deans relay
to the Executive
Council their impressions of the impact of the recent
ly passed New York
State Legislature.

10
Also reported on at the Southern Deans meeting was
the Joint Conference
Committee on Health Care. It was. highly recom
mended as possibly a
mechanism for other states to employ.

XIII.

Reid-Brademus Bill
Dr. Cooper reported that the Federal Health Counc
il, Programs Committee,
made the recommendation that the part of the bill
dealing with support
for residents not be supported.

XIV.

Report from the Midwestern Deans
Dean Grulee reported that the Great Plains and
Midwestern Grouo has spent
a lot of recent effort working on a reorganiza
tional plan. Also discussed
was the seven school cost study. Other areas
covered were: Medicare, health*
Manpower, and the functioning and internal
structure of the Bureau of the
Budget.•
Dean Mayer introduced a resolution made by
the Midwestern Group that the
AAMC be encouraged to continue' their efforts
in the program cost analysis
study.
Dr. Rice reported, that the seven schools initi
ally'involved are continuing
their study and are refining and improving
the definitions. Also,
negotiations are in the final stages to invol
ve perhaps twelve other schools.
Dr. Rice commented on two new developments:
1) one school is Proposing to
have their medical economists study the relat
ionship of one element of the
system to other elements (e.g., undergraduate
medical education to research
or patient care); .2) another -school proposes
to let their social scientists
analyze the validity of some of the responses
in their school.
ACTION:

XV.

On motion, seconded and carried, the Council
of Deans
resolved to encourage the AAMC to continue
their efforts
in the program .00st analysis study. •

Mr. Matthew McNulty's Resignation
Dr. Cooper announced that Mr. McNulty is leavi
ng the Association to become
Vice President for Medical Affairs at Georgetown
University.

XVI.

XVII.

Meeting pstes
There was a suggestion from the floor that
the Council of Deans publish
specific dates for their meetings so that
regional groups could relate more
effectively their meetings to the national
one.

•

The meeting waS adjourned At 4:30 p.m.

•

DRAFT*
BYLAWS OF THE COUNCIL OF DEANS
OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES

•

1
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2

The Council of Deans was established with the adoption of
amended Articles
of Incorporation and Bylaws of the Association of American Medica
l Colleges by
the Institutional Membership on November 4, 1968.

4

Section 1.

Name

The name of the organization shall be the Council of Deans
of the
6

Association of American Medical Colleges.

7

Section 2.

8
9

1116

Purpose

As stated in the Bylaws of the Association of American Medical
Colleges
(Section 11), the purpose of this Council shall be (a) to provide
for special
activities in important areas of medical education; (b) with the
approval of

11

the Executive Council to appoint standing committees and staff to develo
p,

12

implement, and sustain program activity; (c) for the purposes of
particular

13

emphasis, need, or timeliness, to appoint ad hoc committees and study

14

groups; (d) to develop facts and information; (e) to call national,
regional,

15

and local meetings for the presentation of papers and studies, discussion

16

of issues, or decision as to a position to recommend related to a partic
ular

17

area of activity; (f) to recommend action to the Executive Council on
matters

18

of interest to the whole Association and concerning which the Association

19

should consider developing a position; and (g) to report at least
annually
to the Assembly and to the Executive Council.

411

*Discussed by Administrative Board on April 9-10, 1969.

Bylaws/2

1
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2

Section 3.

Membership

a)

Members of the Council of Dea
ns shall be the deans of thos
e medical
schools and colleges which are
3
members of the Association of
American Medical
4
Colleges as defined in the AAM
C Bylaws: Institutional Mem
bers and Provisional
.Institutional Members. For
the purposes of these Bylaws
the dean shall be
6
that individual who is, charged
by the institution with the
administration of
7
the educational program leading
to the M.D. degree.
.8
9
10
11
12
13

S

14

15

•

16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23

•

b)

Voting rights in the Council
of Deans shall be as defined
in the
AAMC Bylaws: each dean of a med
ical.school or college Which
is an Institutional
Member or a Provisional Instituti
onal Member Which has admi
tted its first
class shall be entitled to cast
1 vote in. the Council of Deans.
c)

If a dean who is entitled to vot
e in the Council of Deans is una
ble
to be present at a meeting, that
member of his staff whom he sha
ll designate
in writing to the Chairman shall
exercise, the privilege of voti
ng for that
dean at that specific meeting.
A designation of a substitute sha
ll require
separate and written notification
for each such meeting.
Section 4.

Officers and Administrative
Board

a)

The officerg . of the Council .of Dea
ns shall be a Chairman and a
Chairman-Elect. The Chairman sha
ll be, ex-officio, a member of all
committees
of the Council of Deans.
b)

The term of office of all office
rs shall be for one year.

All
officers shall serve until their suc
cessors are elected, provided,
however,
that the Chairman may not succee
d himself until after at least
one year has
elapsed from the end of his term
of office.

Bylaws/3

1
2
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3

of the Association of American Medical Colleges.
The Administrative Board shall be composed of the Chairman, the

d)

4

Chairman-Elect, and 1 other member elected from the Council of 'Deans at the

5

time of the Annual Meeting.

6

as members of the Executive Council of the Association of American Medical

7

Colleges.

8
9

111

Officers will be electedannually at the time of the Annual Meeting

c)

e)

It shall also include those deans who are elected

If the Chairman is absent or Unable to serve, the Chairman-Elect of

the Council of Deans shall serve in his place and assume his functions.

If

10

the Chairman-Elect sUcceeds the Chairman before the expiration of his term

11

of office, such service shall not disqualify the Chairman-Elect from serving

12

a full term as Chairman.

13

f)

The Chairman of the Council of Deans shall appoint a Nominating

14

Committee Of not less than 5 voting members of the Council who shall be chosen

15

with due regard for regional representation.

16

nominations from the voting members for elective positions vacant on the

17

Executive Council and Administrative Board.

18

will be drawn, with due regard for regional representation, and will be

19

presented to the voting members of the Council of Deans at least two weeks

20

before the Annual Meeting at which the elections will be held.

21

g)

This Committee will solicit

From these nominations a slate

The Administrative Board shall be the executive committee to manage

22

the affairs of the Council of Deans, to perform duties prescribed in the

23

Bylaws, to carry out the policies established by the Council of Deans at its

24

meetings, and to take any necessary interim action on behalf of the Council

25

that is required.

26

to ratification by the Council at its next regular meeting.

the actions of the Administrative Board shall be subject

Bylaws/4

1

Section 4.

2

(cont.)

The Administrative Board shall also serve the Counc
il of Deans as a
Committee on Committees, with the Chairman-Elec
t serving as its Chairman when

4

it so.functions.

Section 5.
6
7

with the AAMC Annual Meeting and with the AMA
Congress on Medical Education.
b)

9

c)• Regional meetings will be held at least
twice annually as set forth

11

d)

A simple majority of the voting members shall const
itute a quorum.

12

e)

Formal actions may be taken only at meetings at
which a quorum is

13

present.

14

present and voting.

At such meetings decisions will be made by a major
ity of those

f) 'Where parliamentary procedure is at issue Rober
t's Rules of Order

16

shall prevail.

17

Section 6.

18

a)

Operation and Relationships

The Council of Deans shall report to the Executive Counc
il of the

19

AAMC and shall be represented on the Executive Counc
il of the AAMC by members

20

nominated by voting members of the Council of Deans.
b)

21

•

Special meetings may be called as set forth in
the AAMC 'Bylaws.

in the Bylaws of the AAMC.

15

•

Regular meetings of the Council of Deans shall
be held in conjunction

8

10

•

a)

Meetings, Quorums, and Parliamentary Procedure

Creation of standing committees and any major actio
ns shall be taken

22

only after recommendation to and approval from
the Executive Council of the

23

AAMC.

Bylaws/5

1
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1111

fr

•

Section 7.

Amendments

These Bylaws may be altered, repealed
, or amended, or new Bylaws
3 adopted by a two-thirds vote of the
voting members present and voti
ng at any
4 annual meeting of the membersh
ip of the Council of Deans for
which thirty
days' prior written notice of the Byla
ws' change has been given, prov
ided that
6 the total number of the votes
cast for the thanges constitute
a majority of
7 . the Council's membership.

RESPONSES
TO
PROPOSED BYLAWS
COUNCIL OF DEANS'

MIDWEST-,GREAT PLAINS
Recommends approval
NORTHEASTERN
Page 2, line 7

- delete "leading to the M.D. Degree."

Page 2, lines 6-7

- change to"...that individual who is
charged by the institution with the
direct reponsibility for the operation
of the school bf medicine."

SOUTHERN

Page 2, lines 8-11

is the statement that a dean of an
institution with provisional membership has a vote in the Council in
conflict with AAMC Assembly Bylaws?

Page 3, line 3

- change to "There shall be an Administrative Board composed of the Chairmen..."

Page 4, line 20

- change to "... by members of the Council
of Deans nominated by voting members of
the Council of Deans."

Page 4, line 21

- change to "...standing committees and
any major actions of the Council of Deans
.shall be taken only..."'

WESTERN
hasn't considered yet.

•

MEMO TO:

Council of Deans

FROM:

John A. D. Cooper, M.D., Ph.D., President

SUBJECT:

Recommendations on Limitation of Federal Contributions to
Faculty Salaries, from an Ad Hoc Committee appointed by the
Southern Deans and chaired by Manson Meads.
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•

Background and Progress Report

1

•

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

You will remember that the committee was established because of
serious concerns of medical school administrators and the N.I.H. on the
impact of Federal Institutional Grants on faculty salaries, particularly
at a time when the demand for well qualified faculty in a number of
disciplines seems to far exceed supply. Through your excellent cooperation,
baseline information on faculty salaries, total income, and fringe benefits
was collected through a method of reporting which we feel is as accurate
and practical as is possible at this time. Preliminary discussions were
held with you at our last Atlanta meeting on possible approaches to a
policy that would be acceptable to both the medical schools and the federal
government which would give reasonable assurance that funds from federal
institutional grants would not accentuate the present problem of academic
inflation.

15
16

Your committee met on several occasions in Houston and three
alternatives developed:

17
18
19
20

1.

21
22
23
24

2.

Make complete salary information of an institution available
to Review Committees and Councils and rely on the process
of peer rating to determine whether the proposed use of
,federal funds would be inflationary.

25
26
27
28
29

3.

Federal funds could participate in the salary support of
any faculty member on the basis of the customary "percent
of effort" of an individual up to nationally accepted
levels by rank and discipline. Each school would retain
the right to supplement above these levels if it so desired.

Using the precedent of the Career Award program, federal
funds would participate only in salary support of strict
full-time faculty in accord with institutional ranges and
up to a maximum level which no institution could exceed.

-2-

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

We had the opportunity to discuss these
three approaches with
Ernest. Allen. He advised against the first
alternative because of the
problems encountered by many institutions
with Career Awards, and objected
to the second proposal on the basis that
this is a responsibility that
should not be assigned to Review Committees
and Councils. He was very
enthusiastic about the third alternative,
felt it would be well received
at the federal level and that "even Mr.
Fountain should be .satisfied."

8
9
10
11
12

Your committee recognizes that alternative
3 is not the total
answer to faculty salary inflation which is
in part governed by factors
beyond our control. However, alternative
3 does give reasonable assurance
that federal funds will not participate in
stimulating further salary
escalation.

13
14
15
16

Because of the urgency and importance of
this matter we seek
your comments and approval to refer the
following recommended policy from
the Southern Deans to the Council of the AAMC
for prompt consideration and
discussion with proper representatives of
the federal government.

•

17

S

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Recommended Policy
Funds from federal institutional grants
may be used to support
the salary of any faculty member on the
basis of percentage of effort in
the approved program up to nationally accep
ted levels for each academic
rank and discipline. Such levels will repre
sent the median salary level
for strict full-time faculty in the medical
schools of this country as
determined by the AAMC Faculty Salary surve
y for the year in which this
policy is adopted. These levels will be adjus
ted annually thereafter in
accord with changes in the cost of living
index. Faculty salaries
established on this basis may be supplement
ed by an institution from nonfederal funds if so desired.
Federal funds may continue to be used to
pay the prorata share of the cost of fringe
benefits of each respective
institution. This policy should be subject
to review and possible
revision after an adequate period of trial.
Action Requested
We recognize that, in the final analysis, minor
modifications
may be_necessary in this policy statement.
However, because of urgency,
we would appreciate your immediate reply
as to whether you approve or
disapprove of sending this recommended polic
y forward to the Executive
Council with the endorsement of the Southern
Deans Group.
Please reply on the attached sheet as soon as
possible.

•

RESPONSES
TO
RECOMMENDATIONS ON LIMITATION OF FEDERAL
CONTRIBUTIONS TO FACULTY SALARIES
COUNCIL OF DEANS
MIDWEST-GREAT PLAINS
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will be prepared to discuss issue at annual meeting.
NORTHEASTERN
no single policy really desirable, but if one should
be necessary, they recommend alternative three
(page 1, lines 25-29)
Page 2, line 20 - change to "...approved program up
to levels which are accepted for
the geographic locale for each..."
SOUTHERN
Page 2, line 18 - change to "... institutional grants
and contracts for education and
research may be used..."
Page 2, lines 26-27 - change to "... supplemented by
an institution if so desired."
(i.e., delete "...from nonfederal funds..." )
Page 2, lines 29-30 - change to "this policy shall be
reviewed by the AAMC and possibly
revised after a period of trial of
two years."
WESTERN
haven't considered as yet.

•

ASSOCIATION

aF

AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES

80th ANNUAL MEETING
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COUNCIL OF DEANS MEETING

Room 207,
Convention Center,
Cincinnati, Ohio,
Friday, October 31, 1969

•

JEANNE HINES,
2230 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.,
Washington, D. C.
20008
Telephone HUdson 3-6161

ASSOCIATICti.OF AMERICAN MEDICAL COLLEGES
80th ANNUAL MEETING
COUNCIL OF DEANS MEETING

oom 207
Document from the collections of the AAMC Not to be reproduced without permission

Convention Center,
Cincinnati, Ohio
Friday OCtor
.,The meeting was -convened ttt 3:08 O'clock,
r, William G.

Anlyall,, Chairman.

presiding..,

„PRESENT;
'CHAIRMAN COUNCIL OF DEANS:

•

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

DR. WILLIAM G. ANLYAN,
Dubs University
SChool of Medicine
PRESIDENT, A. A. Mr. C.
DR. JOHN A. D, COOPER
GUEST:.
DR. ERNEST ALLEN,
Director Of Grants Management Policy
for Secretary Finch's Office
COUNCIL OF DEANS:
DR. cLneroN K. MEADOR,
Alabama

DR. HAROID C. *IGGERS,
AlbanyDR. WINSTON K. SH&REY,:
Arkansas;

•

PRESENT: (Continued)
ued)
coulicu... OP DEANS: (Continued)
DR. MANSON MEADS,
Bowman Gray
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DR. WARREN B(.3STICK,", University of California, Iivinel
California: Collie of Medicine

sazamitN,.,m,
University .• of

California

Los - Angeles
DR.STUARTC. CULLEN,
University of
CalifornSFcs H.
•
10
DR, FREDERICK C. ROBINS,
Case-western Reserve
DR; LE ROY -P. LEVITT,
Chicago Medical School.

14
I§

DR. CLIFFORD G. ORULICE,
University of Cincinnat
DR.!DAVID W.1 TALMAGE,
• Colorado

16
17
3.8

DR. H. sopsTaN MERRITT'
COlumbia
DR. J. ROBERT BUCHANAN (Actg) •
Cornell. ,

19
20
21

DR. RICHARD L. EGAN,
Creighton,
DR. CARLETON-B. CHAPMAN,
Dartmouth

22
23
24
25

DR. THOMAS D. KINNEY,
Duke .
DR. ARI'HUR,_ P. RICHARDSCN
Emory.

1

- PRESENT: troOnt
CtONOL.W DEANS: (corq,i0I
, 04
EMANUEL'SUTER-,,
Florida_

3
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DR. JOHN C. ROSE,
Georgetown
DR. JOHN PARIS,
George Washington

rDR. catIsToPlaiR C. FOHDHAll,,III
Georgia
9

DR. ROBERT H. EBERT,
Harvard

10
DR. K. ALBERT HARDEN
Howard.

Da. vautrAM .t. 'GROVE,

12

Illinois.
13
DR. GLENN W. IRWIN, JR. t
_ Indiana

14
15

vDR

WILLIAM F.iiELLOW
' Jet;arson

16
R. DAVID E. RoGERSjohns Hopkini

17
18

GEORGE A. WOLF
Kansas

JR.

19
WILLIAM S. JORDAN
!Gent ucky.

20
21

•

JR.

DR; DAVID B. anisHAW0
Loma Linda

22
23
24
25

DEL • JOHN C. FINERTY,
Louitiiana DR. DOUGLAS M. HAYNES (Actg)
Louisville .

. PlUISEXT: (Continued)
DR. JOHN H. MOX1ZY,
Maryland
DR. RALPH J. CAZORT,
Me harry
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DR. WILLIAM N. MUMMARD:
Mithigan
DR. ROBERT B. HOWARD,
Minnesota
DR, ROBERT E. CARTER,
Mississippi
10

DR

WILLIAM D. MAYER,
Missouri'

DR.I ROBERT B.'IWGE
Mehra/Aka' •
DR. =LOIN W, RAWSall
New Jersey.
'DR. ROBERT S. STONE;
New Mexico
16

DR. FREDERICX EAGLE.,
New York Medical

17
18

DR, LEWIS THOMAS,
New York UniverSity

19

DR,

IsAAc

M. TAYLOR,
North Carolina

20
21
22

DR. THECDORE 11. Harwood,
North Dakota
DR. RICHARD 11. YOUNG.,
Northwestern

23
24

DR. RICHARD L. 11EILINQ,
Ohio State
DR. JAMES L. DERN IS,
Oklahoma

PRESENT:

(Continued)

COUNCIL CIF DEANS: (Continued
3

DR. CHARLES N. HOLMAN,
Oregon

4
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DR. MIRED A. GELLHORN,
Pennsylvania
DR. DONAID N. MEDEARIS, JR.#
Pittsburgh_
DR. JOSE E. Sp'ONTES,
Puerto Rico
10

DR. DE MITI` STETTIN,Rutgars

11

DR. ROBERT H. FELIX,
Saint Lo10.13

12

,DR„ WILLIAM.44 MC CORD
South Carolina

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

DR. ROBERT J. GLASER,
Stanford
LE- 'RCIf A. Pssoll,
SUNY-

pR. WILLIAM P. BARBA
-Temple

DR. M. K. CALLISCIN,
Tennessee'
CHARLES' 'SPRAGUE-, _
:Texas -',SouthweEitern:
DR. WILLIAM F s - MALCKEY,
Tufts

23

DR. J0111 J. WALSH,
Tulane

24

DR. FRANKLIN G. EBAUGH, J
Utah

PRESENT: (6ontinti,d)
COUNCEI• CR DEANS: (Coot ittued)
DR. RANDO'LPI1 BATUM I
Vanderbilt
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DR. UNLOCK NELSON',
Health ScienceS Division of
Virginia Commonwealth University
1ENNE'111 R. CRISTeLL,
Ihiiversity of Virginia
DR. AUGUST SWANSON (Interim)
University of •Washington (Seattle
DR. ERNEST D. GARDNER,
Wayne state:
DR.,EtERNARD SMEL,
Woman'a Medical ,
12
13
14
15

DE FREDERICK C. RKD1.ICH,
Yale.
GRADUATE SCHOOLS:
R. FLAYMCND,D. PRUI1T,
-Kayo Graduate School of Medicine

16
DR
17

ALFRED A• GELLIEEN JO
University of Pennsylvania, •
-Division of Graduate Medicine :

18
-- PROVISIONAL MEMBERS:
29
20
21

DR-. MERLIN X. DU VAL, -JR.,
University of Arizona
DR. PIERRE M. GALLETTI,
Brown 'University'

22
23
24

DR. CHARLES j. TUPPER,.
University of CalifOrnia,
DR. CLIFIMILD GROBSTEIN,
University of California- San Diego
,_„

PRESENT: '(Continued)'
PROVISIONAL MEMBERS

(Cont

DR. JOIN W. PATTERSCIT,
Connecticut

DR. LAMAR SOUTTER,
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MassachuSetts:
DR. ANDREW D. HUNT, JR.,
Michigan State

. GEORGE JAMES,
Mount Sinai

10

DR. GEORGE T. HARRELL,
'Pennsylvania State,
Hershey'Medical Center

U.

AFPILIATE INSTITUTIONA.L,MEKBERS:

12

DR. EUGENE ROBILLARD,
Montreal -

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

NON-MEMBER noTrrir IONS IN DEVE-LOPMENT HAVING
APPOINTED DRAMS:
DR. 'EDGAR HUlL,
- Louisiana ,State''at Shrevepert:,
DR. ROBERT
C.,- PAGE',,
,
,

Ohio Medial Colleg

at .Toledo

ITEM
Call to order
Opening remarks
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Roll Call
Approval of n4nutesi of meeting,
Re.pOrts from Regional Group's:
Southern
Midweste-rn
Western_
cuseion
12
Proposed Bylaws for the Council of Deans
25
l• Consideration of limitation of Federal
14
contributions to faculty salaries:
15
Remarks by Dr, MantiOn Meads
16
Remarks by Dr.
17
DiSCUEMS1011 - •

18
Other Business:
19
• • Resume of appropriations situation
20
Coalitions
23.
Discussion
- 22
Medicare:
23
Remarks by Mr. John Danielson

Report ot-NoSiumting Committee '

ITEM
•••••••11.11/11.0.

Ilention of Officers
.Cloming remarks by the Chairman
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Cleeing remarks by the Chairman41oot
Adjouratient.

10
11
12

•

13
14
15

17
18

21
22
23

1

PROCEED INGS
THE CHAIRMAN: .Ladies and gentlemen- may we cal
the

'meeting of the Council of Deans, to order?.'
regret Very much that we have to go through an-

other roll call, but we have an alternate roll caller in One
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6

of hitt Iinal,performances here with this grOUpl
(Laughter*.)

8
9
10

And we wanted to take the opportunity to give tuna
the Center of the stages
As you know, we Will have to take Order* from

11

Executive Vice President to the University, and it is .only

12

appropriate to call on John Hogness for the roll call.

13

John.

14

DR. HOGNESS:

15

DR. IfEADOR:

16.

DR. EIGGNESS:

Alabama?
Here.
Albany?

(N0 response.)
(Note:Dr. Wiggers apparently camei
- name' was checked On the official roll.)
20

DR. HOGNESS:

21

DR. SHORE?:

22

DR. /MOSS: Baylor?

23

(No r
- esponse.)

24

Beirut?

26

(No response.)

Arkansas?
Here

Boston?
(14o response.)

•.

Bowman Okay?
DR. MEADS: Bare.
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DR. HOGNEBB:
DR. BOSTICK:

Here,

DR. IICGNESS:

California at

An

DR. nuaNgcsno;
R. ROGNESS: California' at San Francisco?
10

DR. CULLEN: Ettu*

Case-Western Reserve?
.

response.)
ernte:

Dr. Robbins apparently came later, as his

ebiocked on the official -roll.)
•• Chicago Medical School?

.DR LEVI*F: Hare.
DR; HOGNESS:

Chicago

(No response.)
University of Cincinnati?
(No response.)
(Note:

cami later,
Dr. Grulee apparently
,

name was checked on the official roll.
Colorado?

DR. TALMAGE: Here.
_
-Columbia? '
DR. HOGNES:.
3

(No response.)
(Note:

Dr. Merritt apparently

name was checked on the offici
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Cornell?
Here.

DR. BUCHANAN:

Creight

DR. IIOGNESS
DR. EGAN:

Here.

10

DR. HOGNESS: Dartmouth?

11

(No response.)

12

(Note: Dr. Chapman apparently came later,

13

Was - there

name was Checked on the official roll.)

14

DR. HOGNESS:

15

DR

16

(Note: -Dr. Thomas D. Kinney's name was checked on

ANLYAN:

1

the,official role from Duke, so I have shown him as present

18

on the cover sheets.)

19
20
21
22
23
24

DR. HOGNESS:,
.reepoose.)Einste?(No
_-Emory?
DR. RICHARDSCH:

Here.

DR. HOGNESS: ;,Florida?"
DR. SUTER:

Here.

EWNESS': 'Georgetown?

DR. ROSE:- Here.
„George Washington.?

DR. HOGNESS:
DR. PARKS:
•

Here.

HOGNESS:

Georgia?

DR.'FORDHAM: Here.
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. HOGNESS:

Hahnemann?

(No- response.)
Harvard?

DR. EBERTi Hare,
• 10

DR. HOGNESS: Howard?

11

OR,

12

DR. HOGNESSf

13
14
15

'110

R. GROVE:. Here
DR. HOGNESS; ,Indiana?
•

IRWIN:

16

DR.' ILIGNE.SS:

Iowa?

1?

(No response.)

18

Jefferson?.

19

DR. KELLM:

20

DR - ItOGNESS;

21

(No response.)

22

(Note:

Here.
Johns Hopkins?

. Rogers apparently came later as his name

23

was checked on the official roll.)

24,

DR. HOGNESS:

25

DR. Ivoat

Kansas?

Here.

DR. HOGNESS:
JDAN: Here.
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DR. HOGNESS:'
DR. HINSHA
,

Here.

DR. HOGNESS:

Louisiana?

DR. FINERTY:

Here.

DR. HOGNESS:

Louisville?

DR. HAYNES: Here
Marquette?

DR. HOGNESS:
10

(No response.

11

Maryland?

12

DR, MOZZY:

13

Di; HOGNESS:

14

DR. CAZORT:

15

HOGNESSi.

16

response

17

R. HOGNESSI

18

HUBBARDi•

19

DR. HOONES:

20

DR., HOWARD:

21

DR. HOGNESS:

22

Michigan?
He
Minnesota?
Here. •
Mississippi? •
Here.

CARTER:

23

DR. ItOGNESS;

24

DR. MATER:

25

DR. ROGNESS: Nebraska

Missouri?

Here.

DR, xucau:

Here.

DR. BOWLS: New Jersey? DR. RAVISCOI:
New Mexico?,

DLI HOGNESS:

,amte

Here.
New York Medical?
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DR. HOGNESS:
(No responsie.

(Note: Dr.. Eagle apparently. Cane
Smite was checked On the ,official roll.)
New York University?
(No respcmse.)
(Note: 'Dr.
13
14
15
16
17

me Was-checked on the
R. ItOGNESH:
,DH. TAYLOR:

Here.

DR. HOGNESS: Norti: Dakota?
DR. BARWOCO:

Here

•DL ROOM: Northwestern?
29

DR. YOUNG:. Here

20

D11. HOGNESS i

21

(No response.)

22

(Note: I Dr. Meiling apparently

Ohio State? -

checked on the official roll.)
HOGNESS:
D1,1

UNPIN18:

Oklahoma?

71,:ateti"!;: .its'

his

-

DR. HOGNESS: Oregon?
DR. HOLMAN: Here,
DR. HOGNISS: Pennsylvania?
4
11

5

DR. HOGNESS: Pittsburgh?
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(No retiponse.)
(Note: Dr. Medearis apparent
name was abooked on the official roll.)
8

Puerto. Rico?

10

(No response.)

11

(Note: Dr Sifontes apparently ,case

12

later as his

name was checked on the official roll.)
Rochester?

14

(No 'response.

15

Rutgers?

16

Da f3TETTEN::. Here.'

17

DR. NOGNESS: Saint Louis?

18

DR. _yEL1/0 'Here;

19

DR. NOGNESSI South Carolina?

20

DR. MC CORD .liere. •

-21

NOCINESS: South Dakota?

22

(No, respc•nse.

23

- Stanford?
DR. GLASER:
R. ROGNESE:

SLIT

Brooklyn, Downstate?' _

respones.)
STAY - Buffalo?
(NO response )
(Note: Dr. Pesch apparently can

.later as.h.

name is checked on the official roll.)
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SUN! - Upstate?
(No respcumse.)
litritch/Loyola?
(No response.):
Temple?
- DR.. BARBA:
DR. HOORESB:
DR. CALLUM:

Here

14

DR. ROOMS: Texas

15

(No response.

16

DR. HOGNESS:

Texas

DR. SPRAGUE:

Here

DR. HOGNESS:

Tutte?

19

(No reSpense.)

20

(Dr. Maloney apparently Came later as his
checked On- the aficial roll.

22
23

-DR. 'HOGNBSS: 'ruled*?
DR, WAWH:

Here.

ilOGNESS:
DR.: RBAUGH:
DR,

Utah?:
yes

(Laughter.)
DR. ROONESS;
(Laughter.)
DR. SOMMSS:

Vanderbilt/

(No response.)
(Note:

Dr. Batson apparently

name.is checked on the official roll.)
DR. ROGNESS;

Vermont?

(No response.)
10

DR. HOGNESS: Virginia Commonwealth University/
DR, ICELSON:
R

111)

13
14
15

ROOKS88:

Virginia?,
Rare.

DR. CRIBRELL:
DR. HOGRESS':
ton (Seattle)?

16
17
DR. BOGNESS:
18

Waihington University (St. Louis)?

(No response.

19

BLOGOSS.1—WiTne State?

• 20
DR ,OAROKEWI
21
DR, ROGNESS:
22

West Virginia?

(Noretiponeiw o)

23
24
(No response.)
25

-

DR. BOOKESS:

18
DR. SIGEL:

Here.

11OGNESS:

Yale?

(No response.)
(Note: Dr

Redlich must have come- n later as tii

name is cbeclood on the ofticia.1 roll.)
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DR. }AGGRESS:

Mayo Graduate School?

pOnse.
(Note: Dr. Pruitt apparontly am. in
Mae

is checked on the official‘

10

•

teraehis

R

ROOMS-

Pennsylvania Graduate Division?'

11

(No response.),

12

(Note: Dr. Gellhorn;a.pparentkv caw in later ash

13

name( is -checked on the official roll.)

14

DR. HOGNESS:

15

•

16

• DR. NCKiNESS:

Arizona?

DR. 011 VAL:

•

Braini?

17

DR. GALLEM: Here.

18

DR. -80(80SC

19

(No responie%

20

: Dr. Tupper must have arrived later, as his
(04t40:

21
- 22

catifOrala

Davis?

nano is checked on the Off/a-lel roll)
DR. HOGNESS: -,Ca.lifornia - San

o?

23

(NO. response.)

24

(Note: Dr. Grobstein apparently arrived later,

25

his nape is checked on the off/cia/ roll.)

HOGNESS:

Connecticut?

DR. PATTERSON:
DR. HOGNESS:

ENTe

Hawaii?

(No, response.)
Massachusetts?
R• souTTER•
• Here

DR._ mows

DR. 'sun:

Here.

HOGNESS
20

DR. JAWS
DR.

Mount Sinai?
Here.

B00414s: ,ftrouiy/.1-raela state ...:Hershey
HARRELL:

. BOMBS: Texas .:
(No reSponse.)
Alberta?
(No z.esponse.)
1/1.i-tisk Columbia?
response.
Dalhousie?
(No response.)
Laval?
(No respon
Msuaitoba?
response.)
McGill?

(No response.
Montreal?
(No response)
(Note;

Apparently Dr. Robillard arrived later as

his name is checked on the official
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DR. ROGNESS: • Ottawa?
(No response.
Queens?
(No response.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Saskatchewan?
(No response.
Toronto?
(No- response.)
Weatort Onterio?,
(Not response.)
Philippines?
No response.
• Louisiana State at
DR. HULL;

Here.

DR. HOGNESS
(No response.

22
Nevada?
23
(No reSponse.)
24
Ohio Mediae' College at Tolec1o?
25
DR. PAGE

DR. HOGNFAS: South Florida

Tampa?*

(No response.)
Southern 'nitwits?
(go responee.)

suify

Stony Brook?
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(No response
Ca/garY?.
(No responSe.
Memorial

Newfoundland?

(No response.)
McMaster?*
(No response,)
Sherbrooke?(No response,)
There is a quorum..

Ras anYbodF
- Deane

votAld: anY member of the. Council of 7=

who has come in late, who has missed the roll Call;

DR. SIFORTES:

Puerto Rico..

THE CHAIRMAN': Dr. Stiontirs.
We go on to, the second item of busipioss
of the meeting of May 9th.

the minut

They were distributed by. mail.
, ,

Are there any changes or correctionsthat you wish to bring
up at this' till*?
If not, may we have a motion for adoption of

the minutes, for Approval?
FROM THE -FLOOR; So move
SECOND VOICE::, So move:'
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If not, all those in favor, say "aye"
chorus of "ayes".)
Opposed?
(No response.)
-•We are going on then to the repOrts from the, Regional meetings. :Dr. Carl Chapman.,-rua is he here?

The North"

east Group?, Has any substitute been delegated to sPeak for
the Northeast group?
resPonse.)
not, perhaps one of you at 'the _end- of the Re
16
17
18
19
20

gional Reports, May wish to take it upon you to give as a

from

report

that meeting.
John Cooper', nialbe you can point the finger.
;. DR. COOPER:

was held, 011,the

Well, unfortunately, Bill, the -meeting

X think it was on Wednesday or

r.

•

21
22

vhich....1friasnvt sble to attend because of commitments bere t
, I did not attend.

23

FROM THE FLOOR: .There At/watt.

24

DR. COOPER:

25

FROM THE FLOOR:

What?
Are you talking about the North

east group?
There was no meeting.

They cancelled it.

TIM CHAIRMAN: .They cancelled
settles that then, George;
(Laughter.)
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FROM THE FLOOR:

•

were going to

1 was just wondering how long you

-

THE CHAIRMAN:

I like this_ prolonged torture;

(Laughter.)
10
11

May we hear from the Southern

14

group, and

Manny Suter, Would you report?

.12
13

D01/1113

DR. SUTER,:

Mr. Chairman, sines itim- a long,

one fact that the South has always been leading ,in social
change, If decided that we should have a social:affair:.

15

(Laughter.)

16

And the last meeting was held on October 6th 4014

17

7th at Puerto Rico,'visiting Our most Southernmost ,outpost

18

of seattership,'
:

19
20

We met, from invitation by D. Hifontes; and had
tWo portions of the meeting:

21

One was a visit to the Puerto Rico Medical Center,
'

22

and general discussion of the involvement of sed,ical Schools

23

in community affairs.

24

occasion:

,25

Two present tions were given at this

One by Dr. Anson Peck from Albert Einstein, an

and Dr. Joseph Eastland On the prowls* in Indiana.
The business meeting,. .I would like to report - A f4t07/

things:
The first was that the group reaffiria& itEr vo
tor the statement regarding salary regulations with federal
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support, with a few ChEnges which, ;think

are vented in the

addenda.
The second, we reviewed bylaws and als0 suggested
,
0
10
11
12

•

3
14
15•
18
17
18

a few changes Which are also 'printed with the Addenda
Dr. James reported to us from the Council of Teabli
ing Hospitals and for the,Staff of the A. A. M. C. on the.
activity of the Council of Teaching Hospitals, regarding negotiations with the Social Security Administration:
is 'there any *eport on this coming to this ,group?

I believ

So maybe

we don't have to say anything regarding it.
We were also concerned, with the queition

Or

the

problem *elating to the introduction Of the Saylor bill in
Congress,hhd I am t
- old that we will have a report also in

19
20
I believe this is about all.
21
Tie CHAIRMAN:

Thank you, Manny'.

22
The Midwestern gioup is represented- by "Bud Grulcie,
23
and Bud, could you give us a report of the .deliberations' of
24
that group?'"
25

I guess Bud is not

- Bill; would' you please 'use

this microphone?
Hill Mayer.
' AR. MAYER:
4

I think Bud is down preparing the re-

solution which we suggested that be. submit at the last meeting
of the Assembly
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We net on October 6 and 7, like the Southern group
7

but instead of Puerto Rico, we managed the -Sheraton Motor

8

Hotel in Chicago;

9

We had

on the 6th, a joint Meting which included

là

not only the Deans, but the business officers, the Council 0

11

Teaching Hoepitals representatives, and that anomaly in the

- 12

Great Plains-Midwest Region, the Council of Faculties., net-

- 13

1
ing together daring the first day of the meeting on the 6th.
-

14

Now during that day we had a presentation by Marjorie Wilson

15

on the N. I. H. relative tó various- liatileS in 'health manPower,

16

and Walter Rice in a discussion of 4 very pertinent issue

17

to all of us, the Issue of faculty salaries, and ,in the even-.

18

ing had a discussion by Harvey Estes, ,Chairman of the De-

19

partment of Community Health Sciences at Duke, relative to:

20

the physician's assistant's program.

21

The following morning. we broke up into our separate

22

sub-groups, and in the Council of Deans* group,:there was one

23

item which cam* up for .lengthy discussion,- and this related

24

to the matter of relationships to the Social Security Admin-

25

And in essence

we arriv

'venous) which wais simply that:
The Council of Deans of the Association of American
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Medical Colleges Should encourage the Assembly of the

A. 'AA.

5

M. C. to purist* as rapidly as PaSsible the development of a,

6

position paper on the Medicare issue, as it affects the
schools of medicine and teaching hospitals represented by
the A. AM, C.
And we even went on, being administrators,

10

East an approach that might be. taken:

11

Number one, that this item should be discussed

12

and a report of the Medicare Committee of the A. A. M. C, at this

13

particular ,meetrIng

14"

be accomplished'and'inoorporated, perhaps

15

Report.

and I understand that that is going to
in the President's

,

15

Secondly, that ilmediately following this Annual

17

Meeting

18

cussing a long-ran-ge',poisition paper, rather than just the

19

problems of the -immediacy-, and the draft.should be developed,

20

and that position paper Should have

21

such time as tO be circulated to the membership prior to the

22

next round of Regional meetings, andthat at the neit/Meeting

23

- repare
of the entire group in. IrebruarY,that we should be p

24

take some action in establishing the activity.

25

that a draft °La **titian paper

THE CHAIRMAN:

and we Were dia-.

in
should be developed
_

to

Thank you ,very
much, Bill.

Is there any discussion of Bill's report?

I shottU

_

have opened the floor for discussion
questions and consents am well.

ox ,_Manny!et

Aseport

Any -q-ueeticine

like to direct to thee?
4
5

If not, I will move on to the Western Deans

and

Monte DuVal, would you report, please?•-;
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DR..D1I'VAL; The Western Deans met on the 22nd of
October with all schools represented except for. one.
The first item of business was a consideration of
9

the proposed bylaws for the Council of Deans, and there were

10

some very specific recommendations

11

are brief.

12

bare

13

which I will read.

And then I will leave with the Secretary _et copy

,Sectione ono and two were approved- as written.,

14 'but

by

aunanimous vote, the Western Deans agreed that the

15

last :paragraph of Section: 3(a):should read _al'..follows•

16

be 'changed.,. to read is follows;

17

They

"For the_ purposes of these Bylawe'the Dean shall:

18

be interpreted to be that individual who.-4%. Charged by

19

the institution with the administration ,at the 'educa-

20

tional program leading to the M. D.'de

21

By also a unanimous vote, it etas agreed that the

22

first paragraph of Section 3(c) should'read as f011ows;

23

"If a dean who is entitled SO VO'

24
23

of Deans is unable to be present at.'a.'•meeting that • individual whom he shall designate in writing to. 010--

Chairman shall exercise the privilege of voting for the ,
dean at that.specific meeting".
The Western Deans voted to ,recommend that wording
should be incltded in Section 4(f) to permit nominations from
5

the floor-.
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And Section 5 wait; approved a* written.
It was suggested by the Western Deans that Section
6(b) be deleted from the Bylaws.'
.The second agenda item
10

WEU3

a discussion,of the '-

faculty salary escalation question, and the Western Deans- had
a very- thorough discussion of this subject; but, toolx no of... ,

12
•

13
14

f iaial position.

They came prepared to discuss that today..

Third Was a discussion of the National Health In
alliance position of the Executive Council;'and the Western

15

Deans voted unamimously to encourage the A. A.

16

some form of National Health InsuranCe and to .develop prin

17'

ciples for inclusion in either the A.. . M. C.ts own legis-

16

C. to endorse

lation, or in Some other acceptable legislation, Which is ye
to be develoi:ed.

20

We discussed Part B of Medicare.

21

We discussed the H. lt! W. security clearance pro-;

and

22

cedure problem,

23

school could determine Whether or not it wished to tOmmtini-

24

cats with the Voineman Committee On this subject.

25

it was'suggested that each individual

And on closing ve elected Dr. Sherman Mellinkoff
of U. C.L. A.

be the new Chairman of the 'Western- Deane.

•

THE =AIRMAN:

Thank you

Monte.

Are there any other members :Of the 'Western Deans
iFho would like to comment?

Are there any other questions or

comment* from the rest of the membership?
FROM MIR /PLO:, "B" of What .provision
the Bylaws?
DR. DU VAL:. 3(a), Bill

was

and 4(f), and 6(b) was this one we suggested deleting.
, The 'principle behind the recommendation that it be
10
11

delisted is that it is, in -effect, redundant, betteuse it is in
the bylaws of the Association, which preempts.

12

•

13
14

THE'ClIAIENAN:

discusSion of the bylaws in a moment. .Are,there eny other
quest ions ;or, clarification?

15

DR. COOPER:

16

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

-

May I ask one

please?

THE'CEA IRILAN.. Yes, pleas*,

17
18

We will be coining 'to e Specific

DR. COOPER:
Did you
11 uatice

You Said "Nationel‘lieel‘k

an "Na.tional" or "Universal"?
but one that we should. *Ike clear.
P4.. MI VAL:

The language writitairdown that day,'Mr.

President vies "National",: but we were, talking about ,Universal
'Health Insurance.
(Laughter!
DR. COOPER:, What does that mean?

If not, Ave _will move on to. Item No.
Bylaws for the Council of Deans".

the Proposed

Bob Felix- is Chairman.

the Ad Hoe Committee that originated these bylaws.
,.
Are there any comments that you would like to make?
These hay* been distributed; and I think the staff has
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a marvelous job of having the pages-and the sectiond
and the lines numbered.

one
withered

It simplifies looking ,at

Bob.
DR. FELIX:

9
10,,

I.,-have nothing more than. what was su

mitted to you, Mr.: Chairman.,,

11

We went, over this

12

CHAIRMAN:
Sitio**.

he

Any add.itiOnal comments that you have?

DR.-:BOSTICK:

14

Warren Bostick, you were on

The only comment that I have is that

Several Of the sections of the Deana haVe Coale in with re,
16

commended changes, every one of which, except one

inSome

-

that was suggesting the removal of the wording

and I don'

VV

have -it berore

of the school that produces an M.

degree.
•

20

And I would like to, hear some discussion

aS the

21

Section that wanted that deleted --if my memory 'is rightl,

22

except for that, my only question is

23

man, to technically. feed into the bylaw$, as beforelyou the

24

suggestions or the various areas?,

25

how were:is, Mr. Chair..,

"Now the one' thatI,wasi. -P4rticu arlijutereeted,;in

when

r

spoke before the Western Deans, and they concurred,

was the desirability of having an appropriate mechanism for
nominations from the floor.
Our feeling was that this was probably an
quently used device, but when desirable was often ,very, very
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essential as a safety _valve .and on_balanae, we concurred tha
it was appropriate.
So my main question is, in the list of the materia
that was sent out to all of us, how are you planning to introduce into the bylaws the various corrections of the vario
Sections?._

THE CHAIRMAN:

I thought

Warren, that we could

take section by section and move approval, and consider the
-,changes, necessary.
But we may reach an impasse where a particular see
tion has to .go back for some more renegotiation, but I hope
_
that in short order - we can reach' some conclusion here.
Manny, did you have your hand up?
FROM THE FLOOR:
TO CHAIRMAN:

No, no,

Monte,

an sorry.

could we have the changes

that you have in writing on the table, if you have
able?

It will be easier for us.
DR. DU VAL:
TUE

(Handing papers.)

cruntmiat I

gather that there iS.110 controver

about page one, Section, 1 and Section 2?

-tor approval of Section 3.
DR.

rEux:

and q?

So move.

FROM THE FLOOR:
THE CHA/RMAN;

Second. "

Any discussion?

CN0 responsej
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A11 those in favor say "aye"

(A. chnruWof "ayes".,
Opposed?
(No response.)
10

Next on page 2, the suggestions mad

11

The Southern Deans would like to have,lines 6 and

12

and 8 and 11 Changed; line 6-and,7 changed to

13

who is charged .by the institution wlthsa,direct responsibility

14

for the operation of the school. of medicine."

that individua

•.

15

The Western Deans have changed it t

16

"For the purposes of these Bylaws the Dean shall

17

be interpreted to be that individual who is charged by

18

the institution with the administration of the educa-

19

tional program ,leading to the: M. D. degree"

20
DR. SUTER:

21

Mr. Chairman, is the motion for an

22

amendment or an amendment in order?

23

THE CHAIRMAN:

There is no motion before the floor

at all.
DR. SUTER

-

Oh.

THE CHAIRMA : So you can start de novo, if you want.
DR.,SUTER:

Well, I .wodid like

move

it there.:

is no notion to asend, to adopt

CMAiRmAN: Not yet.
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DR. -SUTER.

Well

how do you want it) introduce an

amendment?
THE CHAIRMAN:

If you have a specific motion to
•
ke for change, please do.
10

DR. SUTER:

All'riEhi,

'would like to move that

this proposed change of line 6 and 7 on Pe. 2 M- approved
12

b. introduced.

13
14

THE CHAIR/AM:

will rend the 4

cifi.c change

suggested by the Southern DeanS.
And Monts, I don't see that there is any differenc

16

subsequently from what the Western Deans asked for.

17

"That 6 and 7, lines 6 and 7,, be changed to.:

18
19
20
21
22

"That individual Who Is charged blr the institution
with

a

direct responsibility for the operation of ,a_ _School

,of medicine."
FROM THE FLOOR:

Second;

THE CHAIRMAN: Seconded,

IS there any further dis

aussion of this change?
DR. SUTER:

I would like to point out *he

that the definition as it is presently in 'the

think

laws, I think

is too narrow, and deals only with the'educational.ornr4mt
whereas our,definition, I think, ,or the proposed_ Ofinition,
_
would include the activities of „administratioCr, as well as,
let us say, space and appointment$..
FROM THE 'LOCR;

Projectii.

DR,_-SUTER.: Projects.

And I'think that lit'real

what may be the difference.,
THE CHAIRMAN.:

for approval as changed by the action
10

for Section 3(a).

11

Shorn. ,Dr.

12

DR. 14ELLINKCIFF: ,May I as

13

TIIE CHAIRMAN:

14
10•

JULLINICcET; Does this
postgraduate schools?

16

They are not

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Pleas..

DR. C9aPER:-

They are not.asibers Of the Council
„

Of Deane

DR. MELLINIEW:it would not change that at- all.
DR,', COOPER:

They are affiliated graduate mweberer.

TIlE CHAIRM4Ni
favor, say "aye".
(A chorus
Opposed?

(No response.
Neqct on Section 3(b)

the Southern Deahs suggest

a change of lines 8 to 11, to say, "Is'
s the statoisaat t
excuse me• their question is:
"Is the statelesot that a dean of an inaitutio#:
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with provisional membership has * veto in the Council in conflict with the A. A. M. C. Ansenbl,v bylaws?"
John* nay I call on you for that one?
DR. COOPER: The definition here of- the CouncilAa.
3.0
11
12

of the — what are really called — there le some confusion in the bylaw*, Mr. Chairman.
- It says:

13
14
15
16
17
18

"The institutional Members shall be, such aedical
schools and colleges of the United States, operated ex.
elusively tor educational; scientific, and ,charitable
purposes, as shall from time to,time be recommended by
the Council of Deans and be elected by the Asseinbly. by
_
majority vote. The Council of Deans shall consiet.0. t

19

dean of each Institutional Mesber and of each Provisional

20

institutional limber which has admitted its first ;elites

21
22
23
24

TIIE CRILIEMAN: What is your reCommendatiow here
President?
DR. COMM: Well, with regard to the

of cottroi

the provisional members are defined in the bylawa of the

251 sociation to include provisional institutional members
Int. ARA=: Then the answer- is no then tO this?'
-,

THE CHAIRMAN: - Sótb.at we can approve 3(b)

DR. COOPER:

That's right.
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THE,CHAIRMAN:

Lit there' a motion for the approval

'FROM THE FLOUR

So move.

FROM THE FLOOR: Second.
THE cSAISmAN: Seconded.
Any further dismission?
All those in favor, say "aye".
(A.chorus

of- "vow*.)

Opposed?
(No- reePonive.
Next we will move to 3(o), and here the 'Western-.
Deans have suggested ,the following changes:
'"If a dean who is entitled to Vote In the Counc

of Deans is unable to be present at a nv3eti g, that,
dividual whoa 1* shall designate in writing to the Chairman shall exercise the Privilege of voting for the dean

at that specific meeting".
Is there any disagreement before we ask for a for

In that case

may, we consider the Western Deans'

suggestion as a substitute for Section 3_(c)?

I will re

If a dean who is entitled to vote in the Counci
of Deans is unable to be present at a seating, that
individual whoa he shall designate in writing to t
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Chairman shall,exercise the priVilege of voting for.
ttWO dean at that specific meeting*"
Is there a.- sotion for approval?
8
FROM THE FLOOR;
THE CHAIRMAN:.
10
,FROM THE PLOOR:- Second'.
11
SEC= VOICE: 80cond,
12

•

THE OHAIRMAN:

Any further discussion?

All those.

13
in favor say "aye".
14
(A chorus of

ayes'.

15
-Opposed?
13
(No response.)
17
Letts see now, ire ,go on to
FROM

FLOOR:

Mr. Chairman, does that deal

19
tion of a substitute

that last sentence, stay in; to the

20
rev ision?
' 21
22

DR. ,COOPE4:
FROM THE FLOOR: It doss?

23
THE CILAIRMA):
24

FROM MB PLOOR:_ O. K.
25
TIM CHAIRMAN: Section 4

this Western Deans have

asked that -- let m see; I apologize
Deana just recently had a meting, We irate not able to do "
the homework as well as we might 'hair* with the background and
material that was a,vaiiable from 41011 other sectiona
latea Ms, the Southern'Deans, page 3, line
have suggested that it be changed to reaa'ae follows
"There shall be an adminiatrative board composed-of the Chairman"

thereat of it to stay the, same.

DR. SUTER:
10

/ so move that it be changed.

THE CHAIRMAII:

There is a motion,to,.make that chan

11
22

• Is there

13

FROM THE FLOOR:

14

SEC= VOICE; Second.
TI

16

a

second?

CHAIR/dAN:

Second.

All those in favor of that. change,

say "aye".
(A chorus of "ayes"'
Opposed?
response.)
Now there is no other ccintroVersi that '.1 sea here
until we get to Section 4(f)• before we approve the whole of
Section 4, and that is that nominations from the floor will,
be permitted.
MCnte, would you Mye that that be:inserted?
DR. DU VAL':

Yes, 1 will Wire •that 'language to

that effect be inserted.
THR-01A,IRMAN
. : Is there a second?
FROM THE FLOOR:, Second.
THE CHABIMAN: ALI:those in.-faior, Say
(A chorus of -"aye*"
6i

Opposed?
(No response.),
ow may ise then take en bloc section 4?

Motion for,

approval?
10

ptow THE

11

FROM THE FLOOR: Second,

12
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SO. inovia•

' THE CHAIRMAN:
ljt-

Any fitSher:disciistiion? AU thonn . ,

favor say “aye".

14

(A Chorus of !aye's-7%1

15

- Opposed?,

16

(Ro,r4OPPnme.)

17

It is Carried.

18

The .nent change,is page 4, litie,20;,,And.Section '6-,

19

The Southern Deans suggested to Change line 20 _to, read as

20
21
2

By'members of the Council of Deans nominated by
voting members _of the Council of Deans.

2
, 24

DR. COOPER:

May I read the A, A. M. C. Bylaws

Chairman?
THE CHAIRMAN:

Might

Plias'',

pft. COPPER;

It sayS:

"a) The:
Executive Council is the board of
*et:ire of the iAssociation ,and Shall manage' its affairS.
;t shall have charge of the property

and

at-

etre of the Aesociation, and shall:perforn audh,diltieSfairs
are prescribed by la, and -the Wiese. It Shall, carter Out the policies established- at. the meetings of the:
Assembly and take neoeSsary interim ,action for the As
sociation and carry out duties.and functions 'delegated
to it by the ASiembly.

It; shall set high,eduOational

'standarde as 'PrereqUisites ,for the.election of imemberS;
of the Association,

9

13
14

elected melithers andv -ex Officio, the,eliairMan and Chair-

15

man-Elect, all. of whoa' *halt be,:liating.meiiberia•

16

PreSident shall be an eX officio Member Iiithout vote

17
18
19

F

"1;0' The „Executive Council,shall _consist

20
23.

Of the 16 Sleeted members ,oirthe Eienutiv*
*hall be the Chairman

of

the _Council of

'Academic societies and 3 others shall be bombers of that
Council; one shall be Chairman tvf 'the -Counlil of TeaCh-7
°
ing Hospitals and 2 others shallfbe members of that
Council4 on* shall be Chairman Of the Council of Deant
and 3_ shall be other. members - of that Council:"
_ It goals on for some other pOints, but the Bylaws

25

of the Ainiociation specifically designate the Chairman o

each of the Councils as a bombe
And the additional members

Of the Executive Coniinittmie.

the eight voting members, it saye__

shall be, members of the Council. of _Beans.
Now there is no provision in the Bylawes at any
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place's except for :one_.Nominating:Committow0- which is appointed''
by the Executive Council. This Nominating Committee is to
make reCommendations, as it says in the byl.aws.,
,
4 nominating _committee coulposed of
each from a different region Of theitimmoCiatiOnS
jilted
bit appointed by the Executive Council.' After soliciting_
suggestions from the members of the AewombIY, 'Om, committee will report to the, Assembly a.t the annual meeting
nominating individuals to be elected as off icer0 and
membere of the Executive Council.

Additional nominations

may be made by the representative of any member of the:
Assembly at the annual meeting.

Election shall be .

a majority of the Assembly members* present

According to tbe.Bylaws of the Association
recommendations for the imemberehip of the Xmeentivo•-..,.. the
nominations for the membership of the Executive!Connnil, t
officers and the Executive Council are ..to be madel3
Nominating Committees which is appointed by the- Eltecutilie,

am only relating to you What the ,Byl.aryeituation
Is.

It has, obviously, produowd,a great deal of confusionl_

in that I think everyone agrees that the individual COUI1C1
should have the opportunity for presenting the slate of their
membership to represent them on the Executive Council. _ However, it is OnLy by the agreement Of the Nominating Committee
according to the Bylaws, and by the Assembly
indeed

C011e

to pane.

So the problem here is *veil' in these Bylaws,.
daft

5

r

as not enough 'ofa legal man" to determino. whether.

this is contradictory, but in any event, according to the
10

Bylaws of the ASsociation* there is no formal way-fOr this

11

Council, except by the election

4
0

Q.)
Q.)

of

its Chairman, ti.) present

10
0

12

the candidates for the Executive Council formally, legally.

13

TIM CHAIRMAN:
President

C.)

Are you suggesting, therefore* Mr:

that we leave 6(a) ai ls

subject to further ne.

7E
,

15

0

gotiation with the

Committee of the Assembly?

0
•
C.)

15'

C.)

17

7E
,

Excuse mei Ike.
DR. COOPER:

W.11, I think the problem, Bill, Will

be considerable.
There are man

8

areas., there are many problemi

these Bylaws which we are going to have to get at one of,thes
thy., to make thee more consistent with the Association.

•

It

seemed to me that I jUst *anted to point this out to this
23.

group before they acted uponthis notion.

'nig"

are recemaaanding that -it be -nominated by voting

members of the Council of Deans. - However:* the'By/aws_of-

43
Association do not apparently have to recognize that;
Nominating Conual.ttee does not have to recognize that,
'THE CHAIRMAN:
DR, TAYLOR:
5

Ike Taylor.

Mr. Chairman, I was the guy who noted

this discrepancy, ansi I don't think I would insist WI'nOting
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it as a problem, but I ,think that we could get ourselves
enmeshed in :an undesirable parliamentary and internally coni..
bative situation, if we pursue this at this time-, and

I stipp6.•-.

- the more orderly thing to do would be .to try to get the By law
10

of the -Association.
I move the adoption of this Section as circulated,

12

TIZ CHAIRMAN:

Ike, would you bi willing to amend

that to indult, Section 5 as well?
14

.TAYLOR: -,._:Sure.

15

TIlE CHAIRMAN;

16

DR. TAYLOR: Tee.

17
16

In one pac,

So'thitt Section- 5 ,and-Section :6(a)
be approved

191

there a ise4Ond? .

20

FROM, THE FLOOR: Secand?

21
22

-SEC= VOICE: Second.
THM" CHAIRMAN:

Any further discussion? All those-

favor say ay* .
(A chorus Of "ayes".)
- Opposed?'

(No reMponseo ).
No

the last remaining controversy is about 600

the Western Deans have suggested that we scratch it,. andthe Southern Deans have suggeSted that it- 1* changed to:.
"Standing-Committees and any major actions o
the'Council of Deans shall be_taien Only"
DR. CDOPER:

Nay 1 read the-*T1 ws again

THE ,CHAIRNAN: .7*
Da.'COOPER: Section 11 of the BYlaws of- the -As.
sociation in part states that:
"Such councils with" (the) "approval of the EX.
ocutive Council may appoint standing committees and staff
'to develop, itaplement, and sustain program activity.
For" (the) "purposes of particular, e*phasia, need, o
- r
timeliness, such councils are expected
hoc committees. and study groups; develop facts and in.
formation. and also, to call national; regional

and ;loOal
.,;

meetings for the presentation of papers and studies
et Cetera, et cetera.
So the Bylaws of the Association,
from diSscuesions that we have had with those that were in.
yolved with them to make certain that any activity that was
the responsibility of a Standing Committee, should be consider
by the Executive Council to make certain that there was not.
duplication of ad-Won among the-Councils

overall, in such areas where Vier* yea interest of:Other,groups in the Association, that coordination of .forts
thi

regard could be Undertaken

• -believe .that isi,the-'

reason for
THE -CIIAIRMANt:

;la that the Section 6(b):,
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original mailing is again compatible with the Assembly and

Ansociattion Bylaws.
And can we invoke the Taylor doctrine here to con-.
Sider accepting it and bringing in modifications on subsequent
10

meetings after conSideration by the Association and the As...
notably?

12

Is there a motion for. Approva/

13

gqt. SUTER:

14

THE CHAIRMAN-

I move approval.

,THE CHAIRMANi

16

(A chorus 4..

19

Opposed?

20

(No response'

21

Section Bo.

23

la there any 'further -discussion?

MAL those in favor say. 'lege"

18

22

le there a second?'

ROETHE FLOOR:: &WOO •

15

17

6(b)?o

troversy.
DR. SUTER:

Imove that it be approved.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Is there ,a second?

FROM THE FLOOR:, Second.

THE CHAIRMAN:
All those in favor say

Is there, any,further dieCnSai on

aye".

(A chorus of "ayes".)
Opposed?
(No response.)
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We are now legal for the first time in three

DR. COOPER:

a motion'to amend
Would you now hare:

the entire Wiwi's?'
• 10

THE CHAIRMAN:

11

DR. COOPER:

12

THE CHAIRMAN:

13

FROM THE

14

Yes.

AS amended?'

FWOR:

I was contused when w0

the Taylor-,Amendment,_ and I ,may still be etmlf4a04i.b t it seems .

15

* that What- wai originally in the Bylaws is just -atit

1$

is conflict with the - A*0*W Bylaws_ as the correction,
THE CHAIRMAN;

2. 004

You• are referring to 6(a)?

FROM THE FLOOR:

6(a), yes, sir.

THE C:MAMMAN:
FROM THE FLOOR:

It 8008113 to me that if you want

2

stay within the A. A. M. C. Bylaws, it might be well to amend

22

that to say that it shall be recommended:by the Executive.

23

Council, in 'accordance with the A. A. M. C. Bylaws

24

proceed to change it.

25

FROM 2!

FLOCK: 'I think the point Is,

and then

„
it is our 'desire to put these in, and let the A. A.
Bylaws get updated to be consistent with what we think more
-appropriate.
PROM THE FLOOR:

Then.

was

we wanted to be in accordance with them.
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-THE CHAIRMAN:
DR. COOPER:

Thank you, Wyn.

May I?

THE CHAIRMAN:

coma

Mr. President.

Now we -want to make:
certain Which

10

whither you -adopt the Soithern Deans' change or
tho-9riging:

1/

as circulated, Section 6(a).

12

FROM THE FLOOR:

13

DR. SUTER:

14

THE CHAIRMAN: The origi.nstl, as circulated.-,

15

DR. SUTER;

AS circulated.

Yes,

But 1 am. a _little bit., confused'

16

-I understood that it "mad avoid Conflict if we adopted;-:

17

circulated, which is not true apparently.

18

the case

19

THE CHAIRMAN:

20

DR. 'SUTER:

21
22

And If it U3 no

It is the Case,

Then I would personal

have proposed,._
-1BE--,COAlRMAN:

My own understanding is

23

remarks and Ike Taylor's remarks, Manny, that it Would be the

24

case, that it would be compatible as is, as circulated..

25

DR. SUTER;

Not no.

DR. COOPER;
Dot.
It provides for the election, for the nomination
of the ROMatiite Council,
laws of the'Association;
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FROM THE FLOOR;

It is compatible though, Manny,

with the recommend,ation that the Southern Deans wanted, to ma
ihich was

as I gather, simply to make sure, that

members
10

it SUTER'

;That to •right.;

11

FROM THE FLOM; Of the Council of Deans.

12

DR. SUTER;

13,

FROM THE FLOOR

14

Right.
And the Bylaws,kif the AstiOCietion

make that sine qua non.

15

DR. COOPER; That's

16

THE CHAIRMAN;

.17
18

Well, John, did 'we - adopt the

c ulated
DR.'COMER; Well, why I was confused was you said

19

the Taylor imendment, end ,I wanted_ to he. sure that

20

leistindekstand.

21

; THE

22

COOPER

:That there

23

THE cilAIRW:::,10

24

(LaUghter.)

25

if I said -"amesdement'n

was no imaesdment -

I said, the Taylor doctrine.

I - made a mistake..

Now mar we have apjxrovatl of the St of i3y1aitS
*at ire Set With the .amendments that we have
DR. SUM: I farm that they be approved, as

FROM THE FLOOR: Second.
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THE CHAIRMAN:

Any further discussion.?"

in favor, say -"aye"
(A Chorus of "ayes
OppoSed?
(No response.)
Thank you.
12

I wasn't

take:

13

(Laughter.)

14

Next, if we may move to Item No: 61. the "Consider-

15

ation of Liaitation of Federal Contributions to Faculty Salaries".

17

And I have asked Manson Meads to start this dis-

18

cussion.

29

ector of Grants Management Po/icy for- Secretary. Pinch'a office*

20

who can add some additional remarks to this.

21

And we have with us as our guest, Ernest Allen, Dir-

I might remind the membership of the Council of

22

Deans of a little bit of the history of how this evOlved.

23

About a year and a half ago in the February, 1968, meeting

" 24

the Southern Deans were very concerned about the use of fedoral moneys for academic inflation.

In fact* they were very

such conCerned about academic inflation

as a complete
prob.

1.041.
And with that in mind,• they. appointed a-Cosa-it:tee
an Ad Hoc .group

Chaired by Hanson Heads-,•to.'1O_Ok into- t

problem and ,come back and report to.the Southern Deans*. group.:
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And Hanson's report then went to the•Executive Council.
Executive Council suggested that it go to, the Regional Cour
mittoes, the Regional groups for further discussion

and come

back to the Council of Deans.
20
11
22

•

13
4
- 15

MAUSon,
DL HEADS:

I don't have very much to say, except

that this suggested policy was
was developed over i year ago

that you lusei,efore you,
andby an

Aa Hoc:Committe.'

.that included Rill An4ratt and Charlie Sprague and Manny Suterv:-,
The Southern Deans

in response to national and regional

1

concern over not Only the rate of faculty salary, _inflation,

17

which has been going on 'at abbut eight per Cent a- year for

18

the past five years, but also' the potential impact of a significant infusion of ;Oval- funds on this rate or
Hubbard put it, 1
when you said

• 22
23
24
ZS

think, in

4967

as Bill'

and you can correct me

that the greatest single threat

major support for ;medical education, was the effect
increased purchasing power to a closed supply systea;
I would like to stress that there has been some
misunderstanding of this policy, I think, and would 1ike.tã'

etress that it is not a policy that is - aimed at control of -Sta
*try inflation.

There are too many factors that are beyond our

control.
I would like to stress• that Ithat- the purpose of th
!
LE• is to: give asetwahce that federal fUndS-will, not ..aoCen.,,
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tuate the present _problem.
.Now 'this is the best policy we Could'.come -up With.
• And all of us have said that if anybodyha0',a better proposia/A
we will be delighted to hear about it.
10

The 'Southern Deans did review ,thie, after' they had

3.

endorsed it over a year ago, in view of the present circum

12

stances4 and have made three recommendations.- for 'change that-you see in your minutes that have been sent out to You..

14

that -becauSe
think the main 'onio' really states
_
,

/5

:types of federal:fund, that
there have beenadditional

16

Otime On the scene, particularly Title 18 and 19, that we wish-

17

to restrict this to federal- institutional grants and 'contrac'

18

for educational researdh, believing; that we-shOuldn"“ave:All.

19
20
= 21
22

23
24
25.

inclusive federal funds; because Title 111 and. 19 funds are,in, fact, giVen for Services rendered, and unless the: family
doCtor in West Virginia or a community hospital Were subject'
to how be shall use the' funds that he receives frcieV18 and 1
we don't feel, we should be either;
And so we wish to exclude that.
A1°, other areas, like 0. E,-0._and the like

essentially service4ype grants
exdiuded ,from this polidr.
The Southern Deans al49
. -made another Suggestion online:" 26 and 27, excluding frok non-federal funds from the
,policy we recommend, to make it consistent with the firlt re-
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caswendation, and then finally, with

aolite

trepidation over t

whole policy, said that this policy shall be reviewed by the
C.

and possibly reviled after a period of trial Of

think today the, situation

that

was so Strongly

brought to am by Bill Hubbard a year and a half ago is atill •
prevalent.
I did call Ernest Allen, and he said I could quote
hie, but I would rather have his quote himself, and I am.g1
be is here today and he may speak to this:
TIE CHAIRMAN:
Ernest, it is good to have you with us,
18

you apress to as the concern of the Executive Branch Of

19 • Federal Government?
DR. ALLEN:

'think 4 Will, have to Say,',.that we 'do _

21

not have an official position to report to you, and that ihen

22

I talked to Manson Mead/

1 think he understoo'd

I was expressing a personal Opinion.
And my personal opinion is that too rapid esca
tion is likely to put the entire grants program -- research

grants program .. particularly, in jeo

I have seen our policy and the National institutes
of Health/si to particular, change over the, years..

At firet

there was considerable concern about picking up faculty tenur
salaries, certainly, out of researdh grants.
And we had a policy in the very early, days, some .o
you will,remeMber, which saidthat we could utit pa* A salary,
out of the federal grant unless we Were picking up a portionr
0
Of a salary, or a salary that had previously ben paid.
10

non-institutional, or hon.:medical school

13.

And then that was changed

12

tOally_to the policy that We have now,-which is that we leave

in that Case,. funds

0
0

and several tine

it entirely to you to set your own salary.. We ask you to pay
tie salaries.io a consistent manner.
0
0
-8

And that, i think that I Would haveoffititial poSition
Ni perSomai.Conderh though ie that in the Meahtime

75.

7

,-;the Percentage of the total grants,program,-speAing of re
7:9

search, grants, 'which is almost a billion donate

8
cent Of that total goes into salaries; half of that goes,
into professional-salaries.

Of course

most of those would

be the faculty, salaries that. weare
But with the plateau own of appropriations, and t
increasing, growing concern of the program directors abOut
hat to use their money, that colitrary to official -pOlicr,
re beginning to look at Such thing' ...oven though they

5
are told .not to -- as cost sharing percentages, indirect cost
percentages, and in my opinion_ could very well look at -- and
may' be doing it now,'without your knowing it or my knowing
it

at the amount of salaries that are being provided in

one institutiOn as contrasted to another.
And we have assured the Congress that we will' not
let ;Cost sharing interfere, and we have an offiCia1:11. E. W.
position that indirect coatis, that the percentage rate should
not:affect the approval or disapproval of a grant.
However, Ilex* been told by Institute Directors
that if they are told offiCially that they can't do that ,them

they would- find_ other reasons!, other ways to turn down a
grant, when they come down3h9 priority list, and they see

two grants

one ,With a thirty-five Per bent approval rate,

and the -next One with a ninety Per cent approval rate.
''thitik they

They

Isere for their money.
I don't think'what I an saying now is unrelated

to what you,,are,talking abbot, because I as talking about the
aeral principle of concern"of•-iirOgram directors.

And, there-

fore, this is one of the things ,that loo Id bother Me about the
rapid escalation.
The other thing I „hate continually to bring to
ou an expression of concern about, the Subcommittee on Intergovernmental Relations
of career awardees.

- but they have looked at salaries

They, have expressed considerable concern

55
about the high salaries that we wire paying some of the .post
doctorals, felloWships

and traitteeithips.

They are looking right now, with a. study underway,
at the training grant program, where they are going to Uncover
thing"; that are much wore, than they knew about when they ex
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pressed that concern, in so far as the size of the salaries is
tonderited.
I just feel that • if pr. Goldberg

of that Committee

Who is the seniois. staff millibar .of :that Committee

were able

10

to, and he is likely to do it, were able to show an, escalation

U.

of, salaries in the medical schools - that exceeded escalation in

12

other places, that he ,would be concerned,Onough to bring this

15

to the attention of the fulU., Committee

14

a major hearing

and that we would -have

the subject.

15

THE CHAIRMAN:

16

I might add

Thank yotti Ernest
don't think that

17

information -- that at a meeting with Bob Idarston in Augus

16

that he expressed to me the same concerti, and- asked if the
time had Come for action strata the ititecutive Branch.

20

And

_r

p/eaded for a little more time to -see i

21

a voluntary basis

22

that time we promptly made sure that this was an:agenda iteit

23

for discussion on all of the Hegiottai group discussions.

24

_I-thinA it might be. appippriate•for A gabekal
,

25

we could re-examine the prOhiee.

And at

PAssicin at this point, before seeing if there. is enough agree

lient to too= "doWn on the specific recommendation and action
,
requested.
So I would consider the floor open tor "discuesion•
in general.
Nelson.
6
DR. MACK: Could - yow.give us
in
Could you take some individual faculty .inr an
tell wit eXactly what you are talking about?
THE CHAIRMAN:

Mansion

would you like- to respond to

that?

DR. MAW:
. 13
14
15
16;
- 17
16
19
20.
21
22

Will, an Assistant Professor of Medi-

cine, $18,000 La, I think the present laSt full-time
full-time level that came up approximately at that.

strict .
This •

would mean'that if fifty per cent of his time were spent'ohl
a project, or was involved in something like a project grant,
or

a

special improvement grant, or, a general research support

grant, that he would receive no morre than nine thousand 401
from federal. sources, but the school coad then go ahead and
supplement that to any extent he

they wawto4

It is purely the control of the use of the
in the salary, is what ,we are, talking about.

Does that

23, answer you?
24

THE CHAIRMAN: ', Dave Rogers it
DR. HOURS:. Bill, I Wanted to mike sure that

Ernest, are you saying-tlutt if a school is asking
itts faculty to cost share only to the. extent 13.000SEtaiy, putting
in a .grant proposal, that this is looked on dimly, in other
words, if the grant

one shares only to the extent hoopla-

sexy?
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OH.- ALLEN:
actually ,that was ,- one

I-may have Misled , youi 011 thabciti,

at

the:Ai:leers, and we sae, signs -of this

and we took stepe to remove this, but .t was -expressing the
opinion, however, that the, `program directors right now,
trying to got the most for their dollars,.cOuld Considerft
review of • cost sharing from the recordspoint of vievt„: •
13

Study ,Sections

- 14
15
16
17

although that could haPlon
NOGIRS:

I have aeon it.

I was kind of wondering if- we were

tiing it both ways here.
think many institutions, in an attempt to stretch,
• their dollar*

far, as possible,

18

I hMar you correctly, you are saying that your, chances of

191

getting that are --

20

DR.-ALLEN:

21

THE CHAIRMAN:

Well

Bill Hubbard is first.

:22
23

DR. ALLEN:• In this instance, the gentleman Who

24

is the Assistant•SecretarY of Control, is on record before

two Congressional CoaeLttteeis that he would see to It that the

cost sharing did not influenos the action on this, on the'research grant application*.
I via oxpriossing a concern lee
official position, it could happen.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Bill Hubbard.
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This concern started during your
A. A. lit V.; Would you lib* to?
DR. HUBBARD:. Well, I just want to see if I under.
stood clearly Mansonts general question
10

*estion,

11
12

•

13
14

10t no take the cage at the faculty salary which, by our faculty Study, , has a national Median of $181000 a year,,
but at your institution, bowver, those salaries are twentyfour.

15
16
IT
18
19
'24)
21

response to the -general

Now aO I understand it, on federal funds, you would
be agreecling, by this resolution, to have

on a fifty per, cent

bas0,:no More than nine, -thousand dollars from federal funds
.
=
on that fifty per cent because that is the 'national iedian*
but being a well-to-do school

you would go ahead yourself

and make up the rest of it from institutional funds
true?

22

In. MEADS: 'Correct.

25,

THE CHAIRMAN: / think Bob Felix is first, then

24
25

Ralph, and then Bob Page.
Bob renx.

DR: FP.41X:
tions that X was going' to
And if your place as to the professor Of
salary was tWischty4our thousand

and the median was, eighteen-,

that we woug have a dim chance if we went above nine.
-
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My other question was that I also understand t
if we would go in for seven thousand instead Of nine, for.
fifty per cent of _time

and pick up the other, we would again

have a better chance unoffiCially.
In other words _ is -there a squeeze on
foróing down
FROM THEFLOOR:
DR. FELIX:

The ,two, mixed 7up.

That :will be paid by the grant

Which

14

is less than the percentage of, time devoted to the project.

15

THE CHAIRMAN: ;I don't think you meant anything,

16

like that?,

17

FROM THE FLOORt

18

THE CHAIRMAN:

think we are mixing a little two Is-

19
20

Did you?

si*5 there, Beb,

21

DR.. FELIX:-

22

DE. -MEADS.

_
I think we are mixing two igstgalFi

23

DR. FELIX;
"

Well

DR.25

Mk*:

talking about cost sharing.

60
THE CHAIRMAN; Ralph.
FROM

THE FLOOR:

Nell

what I wanted to ask then

was did you say that the 0. E. 0, federal contribution is ex-.
'cused 'from this•recommendation?our Southern Deans

group

FROM THE FLOOR; Yee,
DR. MEADS:

That these typeS of greets, service_

demonstration grants, Medicare and Medicaid funds be

We are strictly to institutional grants and to.. re..
Search and education.
THE CHAIRMAN:

I think Bill Jordan and then Bill

and then ,Bob Page,. I think.
DR. JORDAN:
Southern

Deans' trip

As luck would have it

I missed the

to Puerto Rice, and didn't have a chance

o - ask this question
It is easy to.follow you, Manson, when you talk
about specific research grants.

I have a little more trouble

when you talk about institutional funds.

How do you then

allot Percentage time so clearly as you might allot percentage
effort On a research grant?
DA. MEADS: Jell, We still have to do that in Bowman
•
Gray, in -order to get this money. And I suspect you have to
do It the same *4.

61,
Don't you have percentage' effort - that you ta,Icti,
late bow muchbasic improvement and speaial projects' grant
are going in -the salaries?
-DR, JOIWAN:

Well

it is a little

I think

little more fluid when it is a teacher that Is
UIR, CHAIRMAN:. BOb Page'and then Bill Hubbard'.

DR. PAGE':

- is

Bob,

Well,' I just have one question, which

perha,,p11 a;.detiped .one• which, I look for in the :future

perhaps, causing some,difficulty.
10
11
12
15

And that is that on lines 24 and
the annual adjustment.

t talks about'

am-a little, concerned about this oil,.

two counto:
I.,as not sure what cost of living index' We are

14

talking about --betatise. ft we go across the country, this is.

15

quite variable;
.
-

16

what is ,it?

17
18
19
20

Is this a national cost -of living increase?-

,
In other, words

who calculates that particular toot

of living index?
And -1 guesst_that, you can't say that this should
be surveyed livery year Snd Use the A. A. M.

21 • it would see
* to me that that would be;a,more rational 'approach
22

to it than trying to hook it up with some Coat, of living,index

23
24
25

THE CHAIRMAN:
DR. MEADS:

To you.

(Indicating Dr „ Meads':)

This has been raised before, and

think we

the group, would accept anything, if the'-grouP felt

a.regional index or local index was a -better'apProach to this
thing.
But I, would point out'that the Southern Deans, with
some of these concerns that are coming here, have suggested
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that this policy shall be reviewed

by

the Association of ,Arner

• iCan Medical Colleges, and -possibly revised after a period, of
trial of two years.
In other words-, let's get in and star
and have a chance ourselves to review it.
TIM CHAIRMAN:
DR. HUBBARD:

Bill Hubbard.
I feel that really we

this resolution in a Positive way. The reasons have already':
been discussed Many times.
I think now that it is important-though for us to
understand whether we are talking about a resolution which 'ea
I

individual institution with rules for student applications wi I
then be expected to implement oil their own
Or are. we talking about a recommended - poliCy Which
might.wind up ,on Ernest Allen's desk as a pfopOsel fOr a new
administrative - interpretation of salary managliient at .the,..
federal level./
think, in all probabiliiy4 to be effective,
will have to be the latter.
'once we dove to that point

And then I would suggest that','

63
personal opinion that this will be federal funds Pure and aim
pie , and the restrictions that we would like to see put on
them:.will be recognised as our, desire, but partly implemented
a separate policy.
That is to say that I am not at all confident

that

I.
Dr. Fountain -

or Dr. Goldberg .of the-Fountain Committee

would not recognize this as a generally meritorious idea,
plicable to all forms of federal funding.
DR. MEADS':
10

good fight on Title 18 and 19 anyway?

11

As I may, unless

ow personal feelings, unless

2

this is a'requirement of a doctor in West Virginia iii a clini

13

or in a community hospital, that the government said you must

14

tell *how you are going to spend , those funds we 'give you

15

for Medicaid

16

medical care

17

do With then.

-18

I wonder

when we are delivering a unit of,

why, we should be asked to account for what we

DR. IIUBBARD:

19

personal level, maroon

20

times before::

21

•

Don't you think we could put tp a prett

Well, 1 can only respond on a purely
and you have, heard me say this many

I think we are -lime" close - to the point 'whir* our:,

24

- annual net incomes of our fiacultisS will become, known to t

23

"legislatures.

'24
25

And when that. happeni

Unless..ve have controls

that, we can display, our position:as petitionert3 for incre
mental -institutional funds will go up

in

a thin blue flame.

. .
.. .
,
,
in all probability,... involve

accept this ,at something that. will
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all federal funds, even though we .1May-..,make whatever
request
. .
re wish at. the outset.
7
THE CHAIRHAN:

re there any other'further general,.

Comments about this?
In order not to -

yes

Warren?

10
DR. BOSTICK:

I think that, by and

11
rational.

I must admit it cuts in many directions.
But I am quite persuaded

however-, that on

13
on page 2 that the levels should be regionally accepted' levels,
.lather than national.

I am aware that one might have a_ littler

trouble specifically identifying regions, but we, have lots. of
16
precedents as we have done our own -

that is

as the

ASso.;..,

17
ciation of American liedica.1 Colleges has analyzed its 'own
18

current salary distributions throughout the United States.

19
am a.great believer that the United States may be united,
in many concepts

but It IS a very diverse and enormous area

actually.
And 1, would foil that it would, be much more 'sound to work it on _regions, because there are real, and Valid

reasons,

aid that stal soon as this proposal is before us officially,
intend to get up And amp* that it be amended tainaert'thtt:

word "regional".
THE CHAIIILAN:'
Bill.
FROM THE FLOOR':

Is it my understanding that the -

Association of American Medical Colleges has'thought that the,
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_ regional distribution and breakout of these funds?
THE CHAIRMAN:

I don't understand.
FROM THE MOOR: It is my understanding,

the current survey, the Association of American 'Medical Col—
.
10
11

lies has discontinued using the regional approach for the
allocation of the reports and the figures.

12
13

COOPMRf: Well, Dr. Rice is here , but I
can answer
We have the infoi.mation, of

15
16

on every medical school,

am sorry, ne have infOimat
„

on a considerable number at medical schOols.

17
(laughter4)
18
9
0
21
22
23
24
25

And we can allocate an average
schools an average on any basis that We want to
states, by whether it is East of the Alleganies
any other mechanism that one want, to Institute,that can
done from the information available.
This, if I might *Peak just for another moment,
I would like to express just a mild concern of the Association
with regard to the misuse of salary data from the Association

with regard to what effect using this salary data, which has
only now been informational to the medical sChOols

for what-

ever purposes they Wished to use it, now becomes e, method of,
establishing a pa
- limy With regard to selelY support.
Whether this

il1 -- it sap not and this

Of course,

would depend upon the gentlemen in this room, whether they
would

whither we would get the same kinds of information

which we have gotten in the past, and because this was not
an original concept of the use of the salary data.
10
,11

ther that happens or not, we canT only speculate on here,
course.

12
13.
14
15

The second point that I would like to raise,
to
,
a

make, is that *he salary data, of course, is the salary paid
by the medical Schaal through its regular budgetting procedures
to the individual faculty members.

26
17
19

Now whe-

Surrounding this

in individual schools,- there .are.

a. lot of benefits which vary from schoolto schema
woe cases may be substantial.,

The real question iS'ehether

19

it is just the fairness of the overall data.

20

out in the wash and in the averaging,.

21

It

But the salary data itself these days - esix)Cially

22

with tax laws and other kinds of things, does not represent

23

the entire benefit to the faculty Member from the medical school

24

other .than

25

of patients.

even other than his service income from the care

•

These are just two areas

am only pointing them

out so that the group her* Understands the situation, and
I am glad that Manson did point out -- and I think that this
is clear in :the title of the _report, which his Committee
made, that this really Is related to the Control of the sal=•
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ary contribution from,federal funds to faculty, that it is
not intended to be a- control for faculty, the inflation ,that

we are laiiperifaucing in faculty salaries, because
,data also sUggeste - very clearly that more and More each yearr,
10

the proportion of the salaries'Which come from other than
the funds budgetteci regularly in the,inatitation for, the pay=

12

• went of the faculty, are rising,,at a much

much faster rate

13

than are the salariets 'which are paid from the institution's o

14

funds, and that these., in many cases, ,to our view-, are the

-15

major sources of inflationary trendoi An salaries •

• 16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

want to put that out.
But I think that you should -understand* then that
this is a mechanism for the control of federal grant, of'fedOral contributions to salaries

and will have some effect on

inflationary practices, but will not have the effects that
other measures which you could take and which we have considered at great length.
What can, you do to control infla.tion?In the society In which we live, with the traditio

25

which we have, the control of salaries is a very

68
be undertaken .only after Very serious reflection
,

hetause
, it

does - have, it does, repreSeat a'real change in thii attitudes:
of society with regard_ to this particular thing

just wanted

to make those two points..
THR CHAIRMAN:

Thank you

John.

I think 'thOile, are
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very helpful remarks.
Bob Howard,
DR. HOWARD:
. does concern me

YeS, there. is one aspect of thiS that

or at least I must ask a question about it

10
so that I am sure that I understand the operation of what' is
.11
proposed.
12

The basis is given as the strict full-time medi,

1
-salary level for a strict full-time faculty member, as it Prop=
eriy should.
15
16

Yet this basis then may be used by institutions

that are on a strict full-time system or by those that are on
a geographic full-time system' 'either one

17
specify..
18
18
20
21
22
25
24
25

It seems to me then that the inStitution under- the
,rgeorgrephic' fun-time System. can make use Of the basis, ,prepuma
' 41,y;higher, Of

the oitrl.ai

full-time system,

the long run, this will work to return institutions' to the
geographic full-time basis,those that may be on the strict
full-time system;
I don't see a provision in here that prevents'tha.t,
unless I have misunderstood something about how

this °per..

ates

though.
TIM CHAIRMAN:- Shorn, did. you have a colikent?DR. MELLINKOFF:

No, sir, I had just wanted to ask

that sane question that Bob had.
Manson, did you havo'any?

THE CHAIRMAN:
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DR, MEADS: ,Thore is no provision in here for that.THE

CHAntmAkt,

Before spending tins on the refine-

Out -how:
slants - of the r.octiimiended - pOiidt, 1„ *maid like t,o, find
,
*any of you are prepared to adopt a policy on this today, With
a straw vats:
11

•

How,sany of you Would favor continuing

12

mission to refine a ,position on it today?

13

of hands for thoso in favor?

May

have a show'

14
15

THE CHAIRMAN:. Of continuing, this discia3sion,

16

(A showing of bands.)

17

FROM THE !UM: ,Net iroting

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

FROM THE FLOOR: :-NOt voting today, but continuing
this.
THE CHAMMAN:
tin uing the discussion?
(No -response:)
DR, FE'LLX:, ji1i, what is 'our time schidule?
we have time?

Are yr* going to have the roof fall in?

THE MADMAN:

aa afraid that the Chances of tbe

roof falling in are greater day, by -day, and actually ,in, my
conversation with Bob Marston, it was please let us get to
the Annual Meeting one more time.

.

Manson.
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DR. MEADS:

Bill, originally this generated, w

to go to the Executive Councii and then to the general group
as we have done today, and our recommendation originally
was to be used then by the Association of *American Medial.
Colleges in discussions with appropriate federal -people on
10
this whole subject, having had this
11
could be done.
12
We could

at least,'start tiacuSsions with t

•13
appropriate federal officials regarding this matter, not 'corn14
sitting ourselves, but, at least

using this ae

15
approach to the 41.90.118810n.
-16
TEE CHAIRMAN:

•
Bob, you had another comment.

17
DR. FELIX:, Mr. Chairman, you know It have had a.
18
little experience with this group too

not as

19
but twenty years' experience.
20
,But I am worried, Very worried if we -postpone this
21
again.

This looks like backing and filling and stalling, anc

22
I think that time is running out.
-23
I would rather see us adopt something both workable
24
- And-livable, which we could modify then

than to gOrloas With'

25
nothing .at all; I think that if we go hoSe with nothing at

all, we are going to have emethin
will have no defense whatsoever.
Because Bob Marston has sort of bold back the
wolves, saying, "Give them tine.

The meeting hasn't been held.'

yet, and atter that, O. X." -X don't believe that we are.
helping Bob Marston this way, or helping ourselves either,
which is the most important thing, X guess

if we stall too

long.
,TOX: CMAIRMANi'Yes
1

FROM TO FLOOR:

Mr. Chairman; isn't the real trap

.11

in this the thing that Dr. flubard pointed out, that if it

12

gets to be interpreted beyond the limits Of the recommenda_
'tion, Wouldn't we be, at least
•
perhaps, in aeaSPIi41.:0-e

13
1.4

position to adopt, essentially; what has been iscommende

15

but throw into this the proviso that if other tYPIss of fedora

16

funding, such as Medicare, et cetera

17

in the discussion at this or a subsequent time

18

it Would have to be redisoussed and, also, that a whole dif-

19

ferent set of salary data collections would have to be ob.=

20

tained before that could then be made reasonable.

21
22

were to -become involved
that indeed

It would mean that we would have to -Somehow find
out ways An Our geographic -full time system to interpret
indeed what is important -- what people realli got .
in a whole new set of salary ,figures for

2

tiird from.

believe this *0 whi'the Sciiithera
Deans suggested the revision •'Of

_,143 :to.he more specilical

institutional grants and contracts for'educational :research,
although the fear, that Bill.expressed will be a ,fear :that We
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will have to watch on the radar sCreen au

along.

- Bill.
DR. HUBBARD:

I think it, may be._ misleading- to call

:this a fear.
_I think that wó are in a position where the fedora
3.
government more and more .is looking upon moneys ,from the fed-.
oral treasury _Moving into medical: centers as one' package of
1
money',
Now it is not out,of fear

I think

but out of re--

cognition that, as the Bureau of the Budget perceives it, one
15
dollar of federal money moving into a medial center under
16
One •authorization and being delivered in salaries to facultie
17
is not in time Offerent from anather dollar:from ,another fed ral
18
sour,*
-19
20

lid not mean to suggest. that We would restrain
,
ourselves frOm'urging that it be applied only in it' limitedway

bUt simply 'to _point Out that the vie*

the federal

government about money molting into Medical.centers' is a littl
different ,from that,
thl.s.generally applied.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Arthur

FROM THE FLO9R:

There Is jug

think should -be . clarified:
th,ink there is some confusion, and that is

tams "institutional grant'

.think we should -be, very-spec

when we are talking about institutional

because 1 know the

was confusion in Puerto Rico.
My own recollection of the discussion was that..,th
did not apply to a research grant, the project grant, but on

0

the other hand

10
0
, 11
0

12

•
0
0
0 4.

heard that discussion, would interpret any research grant
that goes to a sedica.1 school as an institutional grant,
grant is not to an individual.

13'
14
15
16
17
- 18
19

20
21

as it is now listed , by someone who has not

But / think it would be wise to lumplit
meant by

institutional grant'', and be fairly specific ,in *ha,

we are talking about.
TIM CHAIRMAN

Manson.,

DR.. MEADS: Yefi, you are right

alr

,
There was a suggestion that we spell est alL of the
different kits of =grants that we would accept as
in this policy, and then spell out those that we didn't think
ought to be .in it.

22

That--caiibe.'done.

23

FROM THE'FLOOli:

I think we had better know *hit -

we are talking aboUt-l' because I think-thereiS a lot of con.
union on this point.:,

,THZ CHAIRMAN:

Manson, specifically,

grants fadulty salaries'

are project grants included- in

this or not?
DR. MEADS

Yes, sir.

THE CHAIRMAN:
DR. MEADS

That is what I thought.
understand .that it wasproject -gran

training grants, special project 'grants,
1
OL.

general research support

I interpret all, of theSe 'grants

0

that come to an institution first -- at least,- we to to tell

10
0

11
12

0
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13
14
1$
16
17
18
• t,

19
20
21
22
23
24
25

your'faculty that. ,
THE CHAIRMAN:

Win Shorey and then !herrn.

DR. SEERY: ,Certainly these special- project grants
understood, were- included.
The Only grants, the only federal funds:
DR. MEADS:

The service though.

DR. SHOREY: - Are those that would come to an institution through fee for service, or contract fOr
:Seilacei.
DR. MEADS:
THE CHAIRMAN: Sherm.
DR. MELLINHOFF:

Well, I think that weOught to

make it very 'Clear, that point ought to be made, very clear,
because while Bill Hubbard may be correct that the insurance
funds are going to be .scrutinized in the way that Mr.'Saytor.
for example, has Proposed with respect to the V. A.
in ,my view, would be ruinous to the V. ,A., and therefore,

an extent, to the Medical schools, I think We ought not to
leap :into that fire before we are forced into it.
So that if we could make- Item 3

Item. 3 :is,

think, less restrictive, with that one exception, than t4e
larger paragraph, that has — that doesn t have the ineonsiste
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cies in it that were pointed out by Bob Howard, for instance,,7
and also what appears to be a conflict, in that in one part;,
of the paragraph under "Recommended Policy" on Page 2,- 1
refers to the. A. A. M. C. median salarieS, but then it refers.
10

11

to the annually- adjusted cost of Jiving index
might mot change together,

12
13

I wonder if something like some modification Of
the paragraph.3,,:ehich the Southern Deans recommended, and X
'

14
15
18
17-

gather,•Dr. Allen thought would be -preferable
,

in such a way as to define, however, federal funds there in
such a way that it 'would not include money for 'professional
services.

- 18
19
20
21

could be adOpted

Would that get us out of the dilemma

is what I am

asking?
THE''eliAIRMAN:
‘,
AHADS;

Manson?

No;

THE CHAIRMAN:

The

nly prOblem I can see he

that number three does not have any.

AM.&

does not
, have enough

specificity with regard to what the level' of the national
scale, the nationally accepted levels by rank and discipline;

there is no mention of the national mean.
DR. MELLINICOLT:

Well, could we change it to that

extent'?
THE CHAIRMAN:

Manson, this is

is your wish: here?
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DR. MEADS:- Well, Shorn
this.
But this.is *Single shot.
policy is adopted we take :those means

period.

1

do it the next year and the next year.-

11

in subsequent year are according to cost of

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Then' we. don

- Otherwise you haven't got anything.
But we have got this provision in there "shall be
reviewed after two years".
THE CHAIRMAN;

May I suggest for eimplification

of our parliamentary procedure and proceedings-_that:fie
eider the recommended policy on page- two as:the, beginning.o
our specific debate with and including
by the Southern Deans.
And if anybody doesn't have t
will be glad to read them out.

Does anyb

previously circulated material?
(A showing of hands.)
All right.

Do. you haVe, the page without

rection to the reconeended policy?

Manson, cduld you 'come and please read the recommended Policy with the,changes hy. 'the Southern peanst And,
• then we will sake amOti.on for its approval,

and le

can have

modifications.
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Here we are
DR. MEADS: 'Yea, first
'TO CHAIRMAN: Ladies and gentlemen,
mended policy readsT as follows:""Ftinds froia federal institutional grants and Con10
tracts for education and research may be used to support
the salary of any faculty member on the basis of per-12
centage of effort in the approved program up to natiOn13
all7 accepted levels for each academic rank and diacip.
14
lino. Such levels will represent the median salary level
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

for strict full-time faculty in the meclica.1 schools of
this country as determined' by.. the A. A
!,M. C. Faculty
Salary survey forth. year in which this policy is adopt d.
These levels will

be adjusted

annually thereafter in

accord with change* is the:: coat of living:, index. Faculty
Salaries establithed 'on4this basis may be supplemented
,
by an institution if so delired. Federal funds may
•

continise to be Usiad to 'pay the prorata share of the cost
of fringe benefits of each, respective institution.. This
_ .
policy shall be reviewed by the A.
revised, after a period

and possibly'

trial of two years."

-I hear a motionfor approval?
Dlt. SUTER:

I so move.

FROM THE FLOOR,:
THE CHAIRMAN:

SO move

Is there a second?
Sedond.
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Is there any further discussion?

R. -DU VAL:

Would the Chair recognize a. sngges-:

t ion or a modification rather, in the opening sentence?
Instead of saying

Funds from federal institutional grants",

would it be clarified were we to say "Federal grants to inot_
atittalons"?

DR. HEADS:

That's good; that's good.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Would the person, who moved and the

seconder raccept this?

DR. ALLEN: Mr Chairman
THE

CHAIR/IAN; Ernest.

DR. ALLEN:

May I Suggest to Dunking to you?

.- THE CHAIRMAN:

Yes, please.

DR,-ALLEN:' Use the language "discretionary grants,*
which means those where we made:a decision on it
automatically exclude, for instance
use the word "discretionary
DR, SUTER: -Very good.

FROM THE FLOOR:

Alt, very good.

and that

Part B Of Medi-

THE CHAIRMAN:

All right, now where does the word

"discretionary" fit in?
DR. ALLEN: "Funds from federal discretionary grants
institutions for" -- and I use the word in contrast
then you don't *veil have to get into the business of
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THE CHAIRMAN:

From federal discretionary grants

and contracts to institutions for education and research.'
DR. ALLEN:

It might be all right.

DR. MEADS:

Will that also include 0. E. 0.

region

medical program?
'11
12

DR. ALIEN:

Well,

didn't want ,to muddy this

but

I am going to .tell.You.

la
(Laughter.)
14
15
16
17

The Bureau of the Budget has identified salaries
as a -subject for immediate discussion, and a study by
A, B. C. man„ and, going back to several items:on these sal.
aries# they agree that the federal government agencies

hail

'have a uniform policy right now.
19
20
21

So that they are going to have to develop one, and
whether you included 0. E. 0,, or not
ademic".,

22
23

-DR. ALLEN:

And I,think that this sort of thing,

if it comes-,in, will immediately' be picked up and be applied
across the full scale.

"DR. ALLEN:
might help yoU, though

But ,the words that I used
if you said 'tor research 'and training,

yes, it might.
THE CHAIRMAN:- Thank,
5

not to use that as a threat..
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Before we go to Sherm

point

is thief change ac-

ceptable?
8

DR. SUTER:

9
10

yes.'

-THE CHAIRMAN:

To the person who moved and the

seconder?

11

DR. SUTER:

Yew.

12

TIE

CHAIRMAN:

Sherpa.

It'is open for discussion

now,
15
18
17
18
19
20
21
22
23'
24
25'

DR. MELLINKCIFF-:

Could I ask a question;

man„ because I guess,I am a little slow here but I still don,'
have the answer to

Bob, Howard

s.question.

for example, supposing that the median4a1
,
for instance, nationally, for a particular 'rank ofl.,,4.- .1,17.*:0.
tell...time sale" is. $20„000„-. and; the -man - is 'tipendin .
cent of his time in that. particular' .endeavor, then'
derstand it, he wouldbe then entitled to receive $10 - 900 '•
from the grant, even though that institution, let us say,., had
a strict fullw4ime salary at that level of, _Say
No

supposing he ismtt strict full-time, supposing

•

•
he is not on Strict full-time,
,aid is getting a salary o,.let us sa

81
geographical full-time,

twelve thoutjand dollars

instead of twenty.
Now can you pay that man
fifty percent of his tin* on that endeavor

mignot
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him ten thousand dollars or six thousand dollars?

Or is that

made clear in this wording/
THE CHAIRMAN:

Manson-, do you want to?-•
_ .
thinkthat is Correct Sher:11 -

-FROM MR FLOOR;

What is correct? -

FROM THE FLOOR:,, Tee, what is correct?
R. MEADS:

And ,X'think the wording is obtuse.

(14aughter.)
you could pay_ that:man ten thousand dollars,
if his base he was receiving as a geographical full-time -lime,
only twelve

the . national .median iStwenty, and you can pay

DR. MEADS:

That's right.

THE CHAIRMAN:
DR. MEADS:

On the full-time scale?

On the
.

DR. MELLINHOFF: Regardless of what
DR. WADS:
DR.

What IS basic-.-

uslaublioarr:

Whether he is 'on strict:full-time

'

or not?
DR. MEADS:

Yes,

THE CHAIRMAN,:
0'

or not...
DIC.MEADS:
-
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Whether the rest of him is lb 11-t

.

That's right:

THE CHAIRMAN:

Bill Hubbard.'

DR.:HUBBARD:

Mr. Chairman, I think there may be

an audit disallowance on .that particular gambit --. the 'over-,
9

riding policy, tbelieve, that one has to manage federal funds

10

in the same manner as 1* manages institutional funds.-

11

think that policy would preempt your decision to raise him.

12

And

THE CHAIRJAAN:- Bob Howard.
DR. HOWARD:

There is a little different, concern_

0 Me:

The push that this indeed will give to departments
who May currently be On a strict full-time basis to :use this
17

somewhat' now higher.gcale,,to appropriate that into geographic-

18

fuil-timi basis; at least, I have that Particular concern,

19

Where there is an option Or a basis, they would - use the higher

20

available scale under a strict'full-time annex as a basis

21

against which they now apply, the geographic full-time system.

22

In other. words; our particular institution, this will consti-..•

23

tate a return to a geographic basin.

24

THE CHAIRMAN:

25

probioaS

"

Well, I am sure that there are iar-

and what we are seeking bore is a common

denominator point_ of agreement.

But I don't think we can really

solve all ofthe individual problems.
Monte

you were first

have two others in the back.
DR. DU VAL: • It occurs to me, that an ,oppOsite
'

tion is being posed that_. we -should look'at;

'The, question really would be, what Would ,happen'
when the .:,ederal auditor.;looks- at the situation'of the school
whichwhich is paying a .strict Tfull-time salary of , eighteen, where
the -national median is, twenty
11
12

you sell fifty per cent of ...„

the Man, yOu would be able to' claim ten,

1e..,to

ten,

•

DR. MEADS:
14
DR,, DU VAL:
15

When, in fact, you would locally, only

put up nine, as fifty per , cent.

How would this

come out

in th

audit?
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

FROM THE FLOOR:
DR. MEADS:

It won't.

You still ..haven't

FROM THE FLOOR:

won't;
.
•

(Laughter.
THE CHAIRMAN: Ernest,
- do, you have any words of w

is On that?
DR. ALLEN: / will use Bill Hubbard's statement;
that while there is an overriding policy, regardless of what
You 'do, you have, to prorate :the salary according to

--

Ittg'CHAIRMAN:

Warren.

FLOOR,

:I Can't clarify

but 1 alt here 'tioniewhat nervous.
(4a4ghter.) JUst a simple Matter of strict, you know
or strict, strict
full-time
„

or absolutely strict full-time

and We have all been through this one.
I can tell you almost certainly on the West Coast
that strict full-time, in the sense of strict, strict full-ti
10
11

is nowhere- near eighteen thoUsand.- You had better multiply
- by two.

12

•

, That is, it you have been on government review

13

committees and health professions programs, you. are 'appalled_

14

indeed

15

indeed by the vast variation in salaries.

16

part of the problem.

17

and that is my relative concern -- you rare appalled
Of course

that is

That is why we are trying to do thls.•

would like to suggest, and I think I will make

18

the motion that what' we

that the -motion that We Make today

19

will be.* SeaBe: Motion

and be referred to our .Council for study
-

20

and imPleMentation's"

21

have it feeling that this group is verylarge,

22

and that we are, obviously, as the longer we talk, we are dig

23

ging up:Moro:and tore difficult things.

24
23

personally gat. a

real. sense Of urgency about this

I feel the hot breath on my neck

85
Over Concerns of Budget Bureau

if nothing el00.,.

But I wouldn'twant to leave thisrocim feeling that
with these floating back and forth of discretionary dollariol.
4
and questions have'reaChed as, to it institutional grants or_
6
grants for inStitutions -- I really Wouldn't.want to POnit this
6
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in concrete.
7
And I Would like to sakS a motion now thit,

a
THE CHAIRMAN;

-

Warren, there is.41. motion now.

9
FROM THE FLOOR:

Well, I- would like to amend it.

20
THE CHAIRMAN: Fine,
11
FROM THE FLOOR
12

to amend the motion them, to delete the word "recommended -

13
policy
14

17
18
19
20
21

and have this considered as a sense mOtion to be re-

ferred to the Council.

.15
26

'/ would like to amend it then,

THE CHAIRMAN;

IS there a second, to the amend-

ment?
(No response,)
Since there is no second

the amendment then dies.

1 think there are two other' Comments in:00'- back-.,
, yes?:
R. EON: Dick Egan of Creighton,-,
would like- to Make A generi1-cOmment and a spec- .
ific comment;
The genera/ comment is

go beyond vhat-Dr.,C000

and Dr. Howard SeUtioned About the philosophy and thls:upproa

and is go hick to the fact that - onoeYou'do
the fact that we are in this'spot because -of curtailment -of
. training grants to support the, prOduCtion of faculty Manpower;
you then =Veto this kind - of

withalloftbii kind Of II:0,

approach, the backwards approach, and I realize the iealit
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of Congress, and the fact that they may not 'always see this
logically the way I do.
(laughter.)
aut, at least; there are otherthings
10

can iMagine the pressure on the Rank and Tenure

11 -Committee to:bdast ticulty rank in a school that attempts to
12

do this by Merit, rather_ than by time in service.._

23

see a big grab for fringe benefits.- And these are things,that.--

14_

we don't like to see.

15

And I can'-

And I would certainly add this to the concern, as

16

some schools, at least, have tried to* to the,strict=- fulltiae,

17

feeling it Is priferable - and,bettor:than geographiCal.

18

then we have thie.pressure and it throw* uti.off

19

Now specifically,. 1;wouid bring up thesgielatiVeH

20

history Of What was the Special improvement

21

project grant business, which recognized, X. pelieVe; that:

22

there were, aMong the medical schools in this country some,

23

that were less affluent.

24

now:the:Special,

And I Oink, if you put this in at the medianlive
you can give us permission

sure, to supplement; the stipple,

mental funds, but this, is not going to get the :Joh, done, because
I think that there are Pretty well sustained rules of thumb`.,
that. if you are going to go out and -recruit faculty from other
;•
• institutions, 7 you offer ,not, the fiftieth percentile.,hut:tho.
seventieth percentile, and I Would .urge that Whether this be
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4y*

enacted here or referred as -a sense _motion r-that Some con...
- siderat ion be given to thiS reality-, to,those achools'that
are attempting to develop
And second

a limited, pool of
„ manpower..
„

I think

to this group in salary Manage-

ment is to 1coñsider a range rather than a median, and I think
that one range that is fairly well used in

bUSiSOSS

is

eightieth to the hundred and twentieth percentile,',and
urge that thought be given to that,, and this is the range that
operates in a normal labor market; where one oftentimes',
a footnote to this, that You dirin t employ shove- 140 percentile
but in any favorable areas

that'the. Man go-beyond this

,a

least as a r_loophole.
Would 'summer-lie by urging thet.thought be given
to giving some loophole in this for the extraordinary cir-CumsOtances that are inevitable - when you apply this , to the

of

variety

institutions that comprise our body of medical schools.

FROM MIR IPLocit

with

gard to the word

in line 21, and the vibrds "strict full-time"'in 22,
like to propose that yoU seriously consider deleting.
because 1 happen to be from a state where politics plays quits
an important rolmttn isalary- leve,10,
And for various reasons, if this were to be estab-
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lished as a' policy of the Association_ of American Med.1.Cal:
Colleges, it would result in lowering the income Of our faculty. considerably.

And the necessary result *mild be a wandei-,

ing of our faculty to Other states.
So that we have no strict and po

faculty -

11

in our institution, arid it would be, impossible for us to es-

12•

tablish one in the Community in which we happen to exist,
The. median- !salary that you speak of; when iirou cOmpare the .
-economy of this entire country, and the
.
,
makeS it impossible for us to stay in competition

in an eC""

onOmically 'bettor area,. perhaPe' 'than some areas- of the fifty
,states.
18

..S° that 1- think there -mast be some ,better wording

19

that could be used than- median and strict full-time salary.

20

And with that regard _Warren's motion, if You send it back,

21

L think if this were considered in the Content that it would

22

be then evaluated as to how it could apply to all of our fifty

23

states, instead of having this used as a mechanism by perhaps

24

well-meaning' but poorly advised bureaucrats that come to in-

25

.he Bureau of the.:BUdget or the Genvestigate us from. either t

oral Accounting Office, or 14 E.
Auditors try to force the program, of another area
of the iinited States on the given area that they are inspecting.
And I don't think that this is the role that the dean4 should be
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playing.
THE CHAIRMAN:- Thank you, Dick.

X think there was

one more hand in the. back.
Andy Hunt.
DR. HUNT;
10

Mr. 'Chairman:

I-don't know ihethSr MY comments

are-appropriatsi'.

11

or not

12

the imperfectionst 'which are quite clear, and ixi.:41traighten

iput 1.certainly Urge pmssage of-Ibis motion

thopi-out'would take -a great-deal:of effort and time.
14

I think that we sort Of posSibly'selI sourseveS

15

short as leaders in American medicine; if We don't admit 'that

16

we are motivated, at leaSt somewhat, by social conscience at

17
18

this point, that the bureaucratS and the legislators _aft.
all 'reflect public opinion.
'

19
• 20

And
public opinion in thigf-vounlair,is- getting:yery.
,
strong that doctors make.too damp mnCh-0100Y.

And :for all

21

:of the closed'systems

22

mmstrict the incomes of groups that are in. the minority.- It

23

has done it before,. and it ,can 'do it Again.'.

24
25

I think that society dOes know ho

to :

,

And - I think that some expression. Of.cOncern4 r
- the
beginning of some kind of action to-limit salary increases in:

the medical schools is highly important.
find it extremely difficult in a Medical 'school
which is right in the middle of the university, to have to
each year increase my faculty salaries about- doublii.cthe increment which is -being given the rest of the university just
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to stay inside the medians of :the Association 'o±. American
Medical College's scales.

And this is a dangerous position

be in indefinitely..
And I think that we ought to, be expressing concern
.4 stron
I think that is What this motion does, and perhapS'
preainble of some kind to this effect would be uSefule
My question is, I think, should this motion he_
passed, does this now go to the major meeting on Monday for:.
14

discussion?

15
19

THE CMAIRILAII:,,„ MY tuiderstanding, John, is that thi

17

is an action of the Council. of Deans that would then go to
,
Executive Council, and thereafter appropriately

1

sembly.

3.9

Is this eight, John?

2

DR. COOPER:. Well, it was t0-, be considered, and re-

23.

ferred, I think,: by the three Councils.

22

T. H. Meeting?

23

FROM THE FLOOR:

24

DR,'COOPER:

25:

Did it go tothe

I think the Executive Council referre

it to the nt,h144, Councils.

DR. HUNT:

Well, will this'come

THE. CHAIRMAN;
'

preasion of the Council of

Deans,

and it would go to the

Executive Council for coordination with the actions of the
other two councils.
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DR.COOPER: _Right:
TIlE CHAIRMAN.: -1$ this right?
DR. COOPER: .Right, it could be considerSif-at the
and -we -assume one will be held in Feb-

Misembly meeting

DR. HUNT:
12

Will this

be

referred to the Council

Academic Societies for discussion?
THE CHAIRMAN:
DR. COOPER;
DR. HUNT;

It has already.

It has already.

What is happening there 'do you know?

16

DR, COOPER:

17

THE CHA/RHAN:

We have not had a report:.
George.

George

Jazea.

-

DR• JAMES.
, gill

I think

-understand this.
Are you really Saying that, in 'view Of the fact
that when we get ..our list Of spread of salaries, around the
country from the Association Of Misr/can ‘Medical„collegesrthere is, obviously,.quite a spread between high and: low
are you paying'that our policy would deliberately ,penalizoithe schools from the high-salaried areas and help the schools

from the low-salaried areas?
And is this thr proper function of a policy of
this nature?
TIM CHAIRMAN: .Well,-'George, I, think one has t
find some solution to the use of federal money to assuage the
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total system.
DR. JAMES;

Well,

exist already.
THE CHAIRMAN:' Right.

1

And the question before the Manson Meadsl' Committee,

11

and he may want to speak to this himaelf, is how do We do- this

12

in away that isfair- to all:Of the

101 achoOs, so

that we

tOmfb up witka ,voluntary agate* Of .the: use of federal money

for factilty.salaries,_rather than to have it imposed:On-tie
15, withoutiOdrConeideration.
16

Now, Manson

17

DR. MEADR:,.

would you like to add

THE CHAIRMAN: So that, inevitably, it is 'going to
give a plus factor to some schools and a minus factor to
20
21

others.,
But we sire, asp a Counoil _of Deans,

22

what is fair for the middle man,

23

DR. JAMES:

Well, let we may one other thing:

We have been very disturbed, and we have let our
voices be bean*

- recent curtailment in resources for our schoo
2
,

-,What you are - doing -no* With this policy is

gUether-:

reducing the federal funds to our schools, and we have yet
to pass any, resolution to suggestthat we -Would lila back,,
6
what they have, already taken away from us.

We, are voluntarily'
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6
telling then to take more away.
7
Frankly, I find it a little difficult to under:.;.

8
stand.
9

MR CHAIRMAN:

Manson.

10
R. MEADS;

Well, George, you can take the other

point of view too.
12
,We are also urging for More support,for

•

our inati,4

tuttons.
• DR. JAMS: Not in this reammendatiOn.
DR

MEADS:

And in doing thiss..,

son. of responeibilitY,

think

'are!!

which may malme_it 'more con-

17
-sistent with asking for mom funds

I.think you .can look- at

1
it from that Standpoint.
1
THE CRAIRMAN:
.FROM THE

Are you ready for the knestion?

pLooftl_ Tee.

FROM: THE FLOORi. Qu*stiOn.
THE CHAIRMAN;

All those in favor of adopting this

licy of the Cotaicil of
(A chorus of
Opposed?'

ayes"

Deana„

say

- (A chorus of "noes".)
The "ayes" have it, I think Ican say, with a clear
majority.
4

DR: .COOPER:

May I ask for some. instructions,

Chairman, now with regard to the role of the Association on
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this particular, on the policy that was adopted?
THS CHAIRMAN: You
DR. COOPER:

an; what wi do with it noW,

Yes.

THE CHAIRMAN:

I think that as ;soon as we find

19

out that there was any action by ;the Council of Academic

11

Societies and the Council of Teaching Hospitals that the

12

ecutive COnunitte*Should consider bringing it to.:

13

sembly.,

14

If this can be don. on Monday

great.

If

ft

15

can't be done until February; then that is the beat that we

16

can do:

17

At least, the Council of•Deans 'Is now clearly, on'
record with regard to its policy.

19
20
21

would lila* to then move to some of the other
items on the itgetxlit.
lbe President and John Danielson.were going to,

22

comment on TitlOv 18 and 191 and IheirllegotlationS.

23.

this point, John', May I turn it over to you anci.J0n/Y.JOhn

24

And at

95, _
that we should make a very brief resume of the appropriations
situation as we see it.
As you know, the House passed, essentially; the
Nixon Budget, as recommended by the Administration, with soli*
Shall variations which amounted really to very
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The Senate has been

The Senate Appropriations

Subcommittee under Senator Magnuson -- has been holding hearings
on this, and at the present has only heard from `spokesmen- from
the Departeent of H. E. I.
10
11
12

•

It would appear as though the

are not very petnequestions being asked by the Subcommittee
,
trating _queStionii to the Department witnesses.

They are not

asking', for instance, is the money, is the request of the'
Administration, is the bill passed by the House

adequate to

cover tie needia of medica.i education, of 'medical, resea.idh
construction* and so on.
We are very disturbed about this because there wasi
great hcipe that in the Senate there Totould'be:a carrectiOn.1 t
the bill which was paSsed liy-t10 House.
We have had a lot of contaCt With the Committ44
staff.

We have been working With other, members of, the

eittee and with Senators generally..
I think that it is terribly 'important that the
raaPond to the suggestion that I made with regard to contact
eith.their Senators, and not only those SonatOrst that are on
thiloAPProlir4reto.=cossuittelvtout the general

generally, because it may well come-to_the Point
to try_ and overturn the Appropriations SUbcoMmittee recommenda
3 tions on the .floor, whiCh, as you Agnew, is.

.tremenclously di.f-

ficult task, and is not often accomPliehed,I think that the report-Oh the coalitions

we have:
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. a _and agreements With a :nmmber Of grouvr
entered into disOusision
to push the point of view which was expressed - in the recent
bulletin, our recommendations as presented in the'recent
to you.

bulletin, and in wir prey iota comuniatsf
10

The Association of American Universities has-ad.;

11

opted our position and has come out with .4 clear reSolutiOn

12

that the'support of:medical education has top priority foi't
support of higher education, and a Committee under Bill Frida

14

has been working to make this point of _view known in the Con

15

and in the federal agencies,

16

_ We, have, also, of course, had a joint statement:,
:with the American Medical Association,,

18

,
-I met very .recently

.with their staff in Washington atid'have.- been told'. by: Ber

19

Howard that 'neat to the Problems thatIhey<Mre haying With' -

20

non-related income

21

them in .their Journal reVen us

22

with regard to the activities of 'that partid Oar;staff.

23

which is of considerable importance

thiat;i this bs tbe.second prior

,., We: have also entered into an agreement with the
rather, of Schoi!ls,,. Of Associations of

24

or the Federation

25

Schools of the Health Professions, hasi:adolited the same

Ss

tion.
l'hey are also, the other schools in the health
professions, the other associations are making tic. - point wit
the Congress.
OrganizatiOn of UniverSity Health:Center
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ministratars-, at their, meeting in Vermont, also adopted this
, particular ,position, and they are working on getting it befor
the Congress.
And then the Ad Hoc Committee on Full Funding
0,

and I See John Groupenhoff ,here, who has been working with,
that group, has 'adopted those aspects, has ,agreement With tb9

12

(I)

aspects of our position dealing with health maillx4er,develOp-;
sht

research training, research in the general area of

and the Mental Health group
,orOinated.activity there.
'So we have, something Of a coalition., going, and we
:are working: Very hard on it.
We are distrubed by the reports,that we have Of
-19
20

the real jack of interest in the Subcommittee

apparently,

tn making any substantial changes in the House bill.
wOuld urge youagain

please

So

to use your education

educate .ydur Senators with regard to what -this - level Of fund
ing means to your own inslitUtioni and Which those Of ,you
Who have members on the full= Appropriations coMmittee,'
I would urge that you .try
' the, Subcommittee,
„

1
meet with them personally either when they return home or In
Washington, or at least by telephone

to bring forth,_ tfr-bring

Out your view on the bill.
4Are there any questions about that, that I'could
5
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answer first?„.
FROM TH 71,004; .• X -know that INV-have that each -3
school,higi . an.approtch:,to -ithe,inforisation that theyvou1d ,1110
to give, to

tale Senator -or

Representatives," but are :there any:

guidelines from headquarters here

from the A. A. M. C.

which

10
might be useful to state?
tR, COOPER: !tell
12
a position.
13
We think that all of thee* grdups that have been
14
involved in these efforts arit in agreement-that it is Very,15
imoortant that we present the ease story from every

that t

16
Senator hear the same story ever); time: And we think that:
17
the guidelines that you Should use are those that have been
18
presented in the bulletin.
19
ireS7
20
FROM THE -F14001:

21
22

got the, impression that. perhaps

the lack of interest :in the Subcommittee on Senate 'Appropriations is due to a sense that the Bureau of the Budget has established its position, and this is it

Aid how Can

the Bureau of the Budget-?
That, to me T im_ thoocruclal queetion-

one ren

h

certain, that the agencies cannot spend money that has not
been appropriated.
Now whether es can get them to spend the money that
is appropriated is the next step in the battle..

But it is
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perfectly 'clear that. if they don't appropriate it, it cannot
be spent
8

whether they wish to or not. So ye must_ win this

battle and then SOYA on to the next battle,'which

41 relate

to the freeing up and the expenditure of the funds that have
10
11

been appropriated.
If :there is nomore, then twould like to -mak John

12

Danielson to report on our activities with the Social Security

13

Administration On Medicare,.

4

MR, DANIEL

Well, as you /010i

15

critical nature of the pi•oblem of the stopping of -payments

16

a number of our medical centers and institutions caused

the

17

.President :to appoint an 'Ad Hoc •Committee on Medicare on Fin.

18

ancial Principles.

19

' And this Committeedid *met_ once, and ,it became

20

very apparent that what we were doing and in the process of

21

doing was reacting, we were reacting to what the Social Sec-

22

urity Administration had written or 'was about ,- to -write.

23

the, Committee suggested that we establish a -.position of the

24

Association on the question of Part

25

in the teaching setting, and allowed the- staff the -,Opportunit

a-pstyMents

And

to physicians

100..
to sort of tab, it from Aheria,;
We felt that we needed to do a good deal. Of home
work, and rather than,.cont

lly react to whit S. S. A. was

establishing as policy in the field, that it we could develop
a rapport with the Social Security Administration

and Work'
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with them before thiii sent out any kind Of interpretationt '
of the regulations, that this might seem-,appropriate.
this we did over 'a period of three or four weeks.
,When it becaise apparent that we had_imado some_

lo

progress

r5fldI will say thiS

at this point, that I 'think

11

that our progress with the Social Security 'Administration'

12

was unique from the point of view -that they did accept t

13

,idea that is could have some input in what was to be senA

14

the carriers and oUt to the field.

15

This We did not; as you know, have when the Inter-

16

mediary latter of 472 went out that stopped the payments,.'

17

When it becanie apparent that We were at the stage ihere we

18

could really negotiate a poSition with them

and affeat what'

sight be sent to the field, a meeting was called_ of the Ad illod
20

Committee; and it was changed a. bit at the request of the,

21

Social Security Administration, so that we would have two

22

Deans

23

two hospital administrators

24

two faculty members being Dr. -Chase, who was the'Chairman o

25

the Committee, from Stanford, and Dr, Warren

Dy, Mayer and Dr. Sprague

two financial officers

and two taculty - members

the

Chief of the

Department of Medicine at Ohio State,
ministrators were the man from Tale, ChuckWo,_ and St
FergusOn from Western Reserve.
The Committee met with the Social Security Admin
istration people, and those besides the ones that - 1 haVO jus
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indicated

who were there — the two financial officers-,

the way, ,were Hugh Hilliard from Amory, and
Massachusetts General.
. And then from our staff there Ayers Dr. Cooper and
10

Dr. Sartisand sySelf, and Dr. Howard was also - present for part

11

of the meeting.

12

•

13

We recopixed that the Intent of Medicare legis-

14

lation was an insurance progra* that was designed to provide_
,
freedom to the beneficiary to select the hospital and physi-

15

cian of its ,choice, and we made that as an issue simply because

16

we felt that there was sone discrimination being - placed upon

17

the teaching settings in that the patients often chose the

18

teaching settings as against the ,private or raiy-al,ied private

1

that we did not intend; to defend the .abuse Gf-„Medi-

20

cars* and that we believed that institutiona.1 medical care de4

21

livery systems be revieWed on an'individual institutional,

22

Insist to assume compliance with the intention*a-:the - Medicare

23
24
25

regulations, so that we could establish a relationship where,
'institution by institution would be reviewed

by

Some Review:

Committee, and the:ntamp of approval, hopefully, 011.004

them, since there are Ltinitiber --Ott variables on how medical
care is delivered in thmteaching

setting,

as you well know,

of course.
Well, we then moved •to the position where we suggested to- then that on the ,basis o

principle that the-re should-

be no double- billings.
•_,
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Secondly, that there should be an appropriate cos
Allocation between A and 13, and in this regard itie defined
something that was a tough kind of decision to go through;
1
11
12

and Dr. Mayer, by the -way
sion, I would think

15
16

rr

ulnae

correct me.

15
14

I as sort'ot here by his permis-

• We went to the issue of making a clearer determination, between A and B, since the term :"supervisOr°'was bei
sized between A and B. We suggested that it was' traditional
that as a,pbysician, in a care Sitting worked* with his resident
staff, he was, in fact supervising, and that the supervising
in the carl setting ought to be included in the fee under

B.,

19

and not in A, and that under 4.,a.#y acinifiistrativi teaching

20

services that are clearly

21

ting and tot related specifically: to the care of the, patient,

administrative

in the teaching set-

. 22 vould be included
in A

alOng with the house staff salaries.
,
Now we recognite- the possibility that it. are going.. to,

..hoPefultj/

have alternative choices'that the institution can

and - that in this regarld itwould baposaible:_that.everY-

thing could 4go into A
be made per unit

a

and

seri/toe.

Next I :think we agreed that it would be possible

for us,v at least, it this stage of the game, to carry out
c6cumentation_tn compliance with the 1967 .rfagniation

not With,

the Intermediary latter of 372; certainly 'until some legislation- or enabling' legislation allowed us ;to negotiate.
Lastly, that we did establish the fact that there
should be an established policy regarding patient care in the
10

*caching setting,, and that ..- by institutions, and that that

11

• policy be adhered to, and complied with, because the Social:

12
13

Sectwity Administration people have seen on several occasions
„
- •
non-compliance .
-an institutional policy, on the one hand, and

14

on the other.

15
16
17

Then We broke the recommendations down into -five
parts, which I will do very quickly:
The first was to got at the issue of back, payment

18

and to resume payment again.

19

with the Pbciai Security AdminiStration and made the recom.

20

mendatiOn that the resumption of pakments and retroactive _

21

payment-. could be based on some method of certification, Signed

22

by the attending that indeed

23

particular case, and even though the 'documentation on the record._

24

did not so indicate:

25

And in this regard we, negotiated.

he

Was'the :attending: in this

We would do this by taking four hospitals or five,

or four institutional settings or five, do it by service,.
draw or pull about 100 charts, and assign the attending the., responsibility of identifying that, in fact

he was the at.,

tending, in that case, that even though the documentation did
not specifically indicate -it
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6

and upon that basis establish

a resumption of- payments and a negotiation as to.What that
. back payment would be.
Then we addressed ouriselvee to the issue of
by the way, there were some exceptionsto this
The exceptions that %loot:mid take place would be

10
11
'12
• 13

those hospitals that are charity hospitals' and those hospitals
that currently Were having some negotiations with them by *
S.'S.
The next item that we

14

was that We needed

15

to. address ourselves''to the issue .and clarifying tothe.

16

carriers

• 17

who were confused on the iSsue .. some of the in.-

torprotation of 372.

18

And this is being worked on currently in a question

19

and answer brochure, which they hail allowed us to make input

20

into.

0.1

helpful.

22

And I think,-Bill; you Would agree that this. was very

'The third - was a glossary of- terms to be established'

23

by the A. A. M. C. and the S. S. A., so that we were all talk-

24

ing about the same, thing, when we said nsuperVisitigiPhysician";
we all meant the same thing, or "attending physician.", We all

meant the same. thing, and so on. :And this-was critical le.
2

cause a good many interpretations were clouded by this non.,
understand ing.

4

The fourth Was that the Social Security Administration would develop a technical staff, in which each of the
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institutions would be reviewed, so that your Own settings,
waV that 'you, delivered your Medical- care in a- teaching settin
would be reviewed s
- pecifidally and a mark of approval placed,

10
11
• 12

And in this regard, the Association of American.
Medical. Colleges offered assistance and
twice from -the 'point

a .viest

hopefully, assiis

that we would establish a -group,

13

an Advisory Commission of sOMet sort 'toreview'thotte results'

14

and have, practically, as many as one member on the team‘

15

And lastly, that. we did apply the fact that:Ave had.

16

established with the Social Security Adiministration an appeal

17 ,

mechanism, informal though it was, it ,Was an appeal,--mechanism-

18

where there was an impasse between the carrier and the insti-

19

tution involved.

20

And I think that Dr. libaugh could attest to„t
fact that we were able to, at least, Met the carrier and the
S. A. and the Utah 1001)14, together, and comm up with so
sort of agreement as to what they oUght to do.
The action, the current action
through -- is:

10
One, the ASsociation of American Medical Colleges
Will provide,. the Sae ial Security Administration with the:
conceptual pattern of the most frequently -employed pattern'
of' patient care in medical education

in medical edutation
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and= the teaching hospital, so that we can haVe possibly

ix

'prototypee that they can use and cbovelop a protocol, when, they
move - from institution to' institution.
Secondly, the Association Of American Medicai
Colleges Will, provide the Social Security Administration with
20
a document that would allow, through a certification process,
11
the resumption of the payments which I described to you.
1Thirdly, that the Association of American Medical
13
Colleges with the Social Sectabitk Administration is now working
14
on a glossary

a

terms.

15
Fourthly, that the Association of American Medics,
16
Colleges will continue to work in this informal appeals
17
structure.

12
• And lastly, that we, will have an opportunity for
19
input in terms of the material that does come out,
20
that does affect 04,
22

-TUE CHAIRMAN;

Thank you

John..

22
Are there any., questions or comments that . you would:
23
to 'direct to John COoper .or John DanielflonZ,:', I :know tha.

24
:they

ilI be around and there Will be plenty', Of :opportunity

25
for informal consultation

but you may want to being Up anit*-

general intereSt at this- ti
,Frank Ebatigh.
DR. EBAUGH:

Well, I don't want to bring Up any

issues* but just to reiterate how helpful the
was

and. particularly John.- They really did _break up a very
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aerie=

log it,tia.
I think we really owe them a great deal of"credit.
THE CHAIRMAN:

Thank you Frank. ,

Shorn.
DR. MELLINKOFF:

10
11

That is exactly What I Ara'Alt to

gay, Mr. Chairman,.
I think we all, owe these gentlemen t vote of appre

12

ciaticm for the tremendously . hard Work, that they la ve,done
14

op
'(Applause.)

15

THE CHAIRMAN:-

16

Well, this is very

17

with a comment that I was going to nalø in concluding,. :that

18

I have been extremely impressed with John Cooper and John

19

DaniAlsoll and the staff,- and We have given them a short time

20

and Z think that they are dOing a, bang-up job on all fronts,
,
and you certainly have our total support in your endeavors,

21

and we Iciek forward' to sharing these with you.
The hour is late and, therefore

23

I am going to -

24

d1,Spense with my sixty-five minute report, which I was

25

to give:

pang

(Laughter.)
And I will move on to the concluding features on
the agenda.
have nothing nOw Or concret

One, in capsule form,

to report on a National Service Plan for Medical Gra4natea4 ,
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understand from both John Cooper's 'conversation with Roger
7
Egeberg and Bob Marston that Roger Egeberg ;is very interested
in exploring this, and as soon as I have more information
shall communicate this with you by letter or at our next'
gathering.
have been asked to suggest that the Council of
Deans consider the format of three meetings
One at the Annual Meeting, such as today,
One, in February, in association with the Council O
15
Medica).-Education.
- 16
And one possibly in May.
17,
The new Administrative COMMittee
-

of Course* 3‘ou

41,

18
19

determine with President John Cooper t)xt times of these meettinge, and hopefully, we might be_ able to let you have these

20
dates two yearn in advande or at leant': a full Yoar
21
22
23
24
25

I also want

tOk

take; *Ulla

advance

opportunity to thank John

Hogness for the solid work that he has put in, not only with
the Program Committee but also with the Administrative Corn-.
!
itittee as a, representative of the Council of Deans
phall-Mies him

but I know that he will come back -and Mee'

109
us from time to time as he seeks shelter and reclusion from
his other administrative duties at the University of Wash.
ingtOn.
At this time -/Aant to call on the Nominating Com.
mitt.* to present their report.

Men had to Leave and Jo
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Parks, I believe, is going to present it.
DR. PARKS: l am going to deliver it to Manny.
THE CHAIRMAN: Manny.
DR. PARKS:
I
11
12
13
• 14
15
16
17

S
He is a member of the Committees,.

THE CHAIRMAN:

Manor, you are on the Committee.

Kan had to leave a few 'moments ago, and would you _please present the report of the Nominating Committee?
DR. SUTER:

I am not quite Sure with the'Wlawe;,

should we also -nottinate for the Council or'just for the Chairman..
and Chairman-Elect?
ME,CHAIRMAir
Elect and Executive Counci

1
-19

THE CakEIMAN:

That way we will open Itrfor nomi-

20
nations- from the floor.".•
21
•DR:. SDTER:
22
The Nominating Committee,would,like to nominate
23

for Chairman Charles Sprague, for Chairman.-Elect Monte DuVal4
for the Council:

25
Dr. Cazort

Rogers,

. Maloney,and Dr. Mel-.

:TEE'CHAIRMANI
we kno1r them.
Are there any nominations frOns the floor?:
(Ho response.)-

- Is there - a

Motion

FROM THE FLOOR:
8ECCII1D VOICE THE CHAIRMAN: All those in „favor
(- A chorus of "aims'

ic
ii

'Now
12

•

may

we

have a motion to accept the report of

the _Nominating Committee?

13

CHORUS CW VOICES: to move,

14

*CHAIRMAN:

3.5

All those in favor, say . aye!'

(A chorus of "ayes"

16
17

(No response.)

18
19
20

Charlie Bprstgue, unfortunately, had
the 'Board of

23
24
25

of his University, and we all know that

,that is the One conflict that we give priority to.

21
22

Regents

And at this point, I-want to'congratulatik.the_ new
officers.
I want to think sill of you for the privilege
serving with you as your Chairman /or this first year, of the

Council of Deans, and I:shall:call on the Chairman-.Elect,

Monte DuVal, to close the meeting.
DR, DU VAL;

I am sure that all of you would join

m* in extending to John ilogness our best wishes ,as he leaves
our company to .go to the thinner, higher, more rarified air
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of his new position,;and vacates his position as the incoming
Chairman,
And I-am sure that you woull:also join me
tending our iimediate and very, very sincere thanks
Anlyan for bringing this Council of -Deans through 'i s first re-:
10
markably successful year..
11
And I want to .ask You all to join me in, e round- of,
12
applause for both.
13
:(Applause.).
14
AriiOna never has been able

I-think, to this time,

15
to substitute for the State of Texas, so on behalf of the
16
'Chairma,n
17
4ournedt,

Chariest -Sprague, we will declare the Meeting ad-

